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Abstract

Under the word RAM model, we design three data structures that can be constructed

in O(n
√
lg n) time over n points in an n × n grid. The first data structure is an

O(n lgϵ n)-word structure supporting orthogonal range reporting in O(lg lg n + occ)

time, where occ denotes output size and ϵ is an arbitrarily small constant. The second

is an O(n lg lg n)-word structure supporting orthogonal range successor in O(lg lg n)

time, while the third is an O(n lgϵ n)-word structure supporting sorted range reporting

in O(lg lg n+ occ) time. The query times of these data structures are optimal when

the space costs must be within O(n polylog n) words. Their exact space bounds match

those of the best known results achieving the same query times, and the O(n
√
lg n)

construction time beats the previous bounds on preprocessing. We also apply our

results to improve the construction time of text indexes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Two dimensional orthogonal range search problems have been studied intensively in

the communities of computational geometry, data structures and databases. The

goal of these problems is to maintain a set, N , of points on the plane in a data

structure such that one can efficiently compute aggregate information about the points

contained in an axis-aligned query rectangle Q. Among these problems, orthogonal

range counting and orthogonal range reporting are perhaps the most fundamental;

the former counts the number of points contained in N ∩ Q while the latter reports

them. Another well-known problem is orthogonal range successor, which asks for the

point in N ∩Q with the smallest x- or y-coordinate. Range counting, reporting and

successor have many applications including text indexing [27, 9, 7, 30], Lempel-Ziv

factorization [4] and consensus trees in phylogenetics [22], to name a few. See [26]

for a survey on the connection between text indexing and various range searching

techniques.

Most work on orthogonal range searching [14, 21, 12, 32, 37] focuses on achieving

the best tradeoffs between query time and space, and preprocessing time is often

neglected. However, the preprocessing time of a data structure matters when it is

used as a building block of an algorithm processing plain data, as the total running

time includes that needed to build the structure. Furthermore, an orthogonal range

search structures with fast construction time are preferred when preprocessing huge

amounts of data, e.g., when used as components of text indexes built upon large

data sets from search engines and bioinformatics applications. The work of Chan and

Pǎtraşcu [11] is the first that improves the Ω(n lg n) bound on the construction time

of 2d orthogonal range counting structures; they designed an O(n)-word structure

with O(lg n/lg lg n) query time that can be built in O(n
√
lg n) time. Their ideas

were further extended to design an O(nlg σ/
√
lg n)-time algorithm to build a binary

1
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Figure 1.1: 8 points in an 8 × 8 grid with Q = [2, 5] × [3, 6]. There are four points
in Q ∩ N , which are (2, 4), (3, 6), (4, 3), and (5, 5). The point marked in red is the
leftmost point.

wavelet trees over a string of length n drawn from [σ] [29, 3]1, which is a key data

structure used in succinct text indexes. More recently, Belazzougui and Puglisi [4]

showed how to construct, in O(n
√
lg n) time, an O(n)-word data structure supporting

range successor in O(lgϵ n) time, and applied this algorithm to achieve new results on

Lempel-Ziv parsing.

The previous work on constructing orthogonal range search structures inO(n
√
lg n)

time focuses on linear space data structures. To achieve optimal query time for 2d

orthogonal range reporting and range successor using near-linear space, however, the

best tradeoffs under the word RAM model require superlinear space [12, 37]. The

increased space costs are needed to encode more information, posing new challenges

to fast construction. We thus investigate the problem of designing data structures

with optimal query times for range reporting and range successor that can be built

in O(n
√
lg n) time, while matching the space costs of the best known solutions. We

also consider a closely related problem called sorted range reporting [32] to achieve

similar goals. In this problem, we report all the points in N ∩ Q in a sorted order

along either x- or y-axis. The query time should depend on the number of points

actually reported even if the procedure is ended early by user.

1In this thesis, [σ] denotes {0, 1, . . . , σ − 1}.
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1.1 Previous Work

The research on 2d orthogonal range reporting has a long history [35, 14, 2, 21,

31, 23, 10, 12]. Researchers have achieved three best tradeoffs between query time

and space costs under the word RAM model; we follow the state of the art and

assume that the input points are in rank space. The solution with optimal query

time of O(lg lg n+ occ) and space cost of O(n lgϵ n) words is due to Alstrup et al. [2],

while the best linear-space solution is designed by Chan et al. [12] which answers a

query in O((1 + occ) lgϵ n) time, where occ is the output size and ϵ is an arbitrarily

small constant. Chan et al. also proposed an O(lg lg n)-word structure with O((1 +

occ) lg lg n) query time and another tradeoff matching that of Alstrup et al. [2].

The 2d orthogonal range successor problem was also studied extensively. After

a series of work [25, 24, 15, 16, 36], Nekrich and Navarro [32] gave two solutions to

this problem; the first uses O(n) words and answers a query in O(lgϵ n) time, while

the second uses O(n lg lg n) words to answer a query in O((lg lg n)2) time. Zhou [37]

decreased the query time of the latter to O(lg lg n) without increasing space costs.

By definition, a solution to orthogonal range successor can be used to answer sorted

range reporting queries. Furthermore, Nekrich and Navarro [32] also designed a data

structure using O(n lgϵ n) words to support sorted range reporting in O(lg lg n+occ)

time. Hence, the best three time-space tradeoffs for the original 2d orthogonal range

reporting problem have also been achieved for the sorted version. The optimality

of the O(lg lg n + occ) query time for orthogonal range reporting and the O(lg lg n)

query time for orthogonal range successor when no more than O(n polylog n) space

can be used is established by a lower bound on range emptiness [33].

Alstrup et al. [2] claimed that their structure for optimal orthogonal range re-

porting can be constructed in O(n lg n) expected time. Even though preprocessing

times are not given in [12, 32, 37], straightforward analyses reveal that the other

data structures we surveyed here can be built in O(n lg n) worst-case time (Bille and

Gørtz [7] also claimed that the preprocessing time of the O(n lg lg n)-word structure

of Chan et al. [12] is O(n lg n)). Hence, when faster preprocessing time is needed in

their solution to Lempel-Ziv decomposition, Belazzougui and Puglisi [4] had to de-

sign a new linear-space data structure for orthogonal range successor with O(n
√
lg n)

preprocessing time and O(lgϵ n) query time. No attempts have been published to
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achieve similar preprocessing times for other tradeoffs.

1.2 Our Results

Under the word RAM model, we design the following three data structures that can

be constructed in O(n
√
lg n) time over n points in an n× n grid:

• AnO(n lgϵ n)-word structure supporting orthogonal range reporting inO(lg lg n+

occ) time, where occ denotes the output size and ϵ is an arbitrarily small con-

stant;

• AnO(n lg lg n)-word structure supporting orthogonal range successor inO(lg lg n)

time;

• An O(n lgϵ n)-word structure supporting sorted range reporting in O(lg lg n +

occ) time.

The query times of these structures are optimal when space costs must be within

O(n polylog n) words. Their exact space bounds match those of the best known

results achieving the same query times, and the O(n
√
lg n) construction time beats

the previous bounds on preprocessing. Note that even though our third result implies

the first one, our data structure for the first is much simpler. In addition, our results

can be used to improve the construction time of text indexes. For a text string T of

length n over alphabet [σ], we design

• A text index of O(n lg σ lgϵ n) bits that can be constructed in O(n lg σ/
√
lg n)

time and can report the occ occurrences of a pattern of length p in time

O(p/logσ n + logσ n lg lg n + occ), where ϵ is any small positive constant. This

improves one result of Munro et al. [30] who designed the first text indexes

with both sublinear construction time and query time for small σ; for the same

time-space tradeoff, their preprocessing time is O(n lg σ lgϵ n).

• A text index of O(n lg1+ϵ n) bits for any constant ϵ > 0 built in O(n
√
lg n) time

that supports position-restricted substring search [27] in O(p/logσ n + lg p +

lg lg σ + occ) time. Previous indexes with similar query performance require

O(n lg n) construction time.

The thesis is based on joint work with Meng He and Yakov Nekrich [19].
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1.3 Overview of Our Approach

We first discuss why some obvious approaches will not work. The modern approach

of Chan et al. [12] for orthogonal range reporting is based on a problem called ball

inheritance which they defined over range trees. This solution is well-known for its

simplicity, and by choosing different parameters in their approach to ball inheri-

tance, they obtain all three best known tradeoffs. One natural idea is to redesign

the structures stored at range tree nodes to use bit packing to speed up construction.

However, even though we have achieved construction time matching the state of the

art for these structures, it is still not enough to construct the data structures for the

tradeoffs of ball inheritance that we need quickly enough. Another idea is to tune

the parameters in the approach of Belazzougui and Puglisi [4], hoping to obtain the

tradeoffs that we aim for, as they already showed how to construct in O(n
√
lg n)

time a linear space, O((k + 1) lgϵ n) query time structure for orthogonal range re-

porting. Their solution uses many trees grouped into O(lgϵ n) levels of granularity.

If we borrow ideas from [12] and set parameters to achieve different tradeoffs, we

would use O(1/ϵ) or O(lg lg n) levels of granularity. However, to return a point in

the answer, their query algorithm would perform operations requiring O(lg lg n) time

at each level of granularity. Thus, at best, the former would give an O(n lgϵ n)-word

structure with O((k+1) lg lg n) query time and the latter an O(n lg lg n)-word struc-

ture with O((k+1)(lg lg n)2) query time. Either solution is inferior to the best known

tradeoffs. This however is fine in the original solution, as the total cost of spending

O(lg lg n) time at each of the O(lgϵ n) levels is bounded by O(lgϵ
′
n) for any ϵ′ > ϵ.

We thus design new approaches. For optimal orthogonal range reporting, our

overall strategy is to perform two levels of reductions, making it sufficient to solve

ball inheritance in special cases with fast preprocessing time. More specifically, we

first use a generalized wavelet tree and range minimum/maximum structures to reduce

the problem in the general case to the special case in which the points are from a

2
√
lgn × n′ (narrow) grid, where n′ ≤ n. In this reduction, we need only support ball

inheritance over a wavelet tree with high fanout. We further reduce the problem over

points in a narrow grid to that over a (small) grid of size at most 2
√
lgn × 22

√
lgn.

This is done by grouping points and selecting representatives from each group, so

that previous results with slower preprocessing time can be used over a smaller set
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of representatives. Finally, over the small grid, we solve ball inheritance when the

coordinates of each point can be encoded in O(
√
lg n) bits. The ball inheritance

structures in both special cases can be built quickly by redesigning components with

fast preprocessing, though the second case requires a twist to the approach of Chan

et al. [12]. Our solutions to optimal range successor and sorted range reporting are

based on similar strategies, though we preform more levels of reductions.

1.4 Road Map

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we describe the previous

results that are used in our solution. In addition, we also introduce the model of com-

putation that will be adopted in this thesis. In Chapter 3, we present a data structure

to support rank′ queries in constant time that can be constructed fast, which will be

later used for constructing the ball inheritance structure. Given a sequence A and an

index i, a rank′(A, i) operation computes the number of elements equal to A[i] in the

subarray A[0..i]. Chapter 4 addresses the problem of quickly building data structures

for ball inheritance in some useful special cases. Those special cases are sufficient

to solve orthogonal range search problems including orthogonal range reporting, or-

thogonal range successor, and orthogonal sorted range reporting. In Chapters 5, 6

and 7, we design data structures with fast construction time that support orthogonal

range reporting, range successor queries and sorted range reporting in optimal time,

respectively. In Chapter 8, we apply our range search structures to the text index-

ing problem and improve the construction time of text indexes. Finally, Chapter 9

presents concluding remarks and lists some open problems.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter, we first introduce the word RAM model that is adopted by this thesis.

Then, we describe and sometimes extend the previous results that are used in our

solution. Especially, by combining the bit parallelism, we achieve fast construction for

building a generalized wavelet tree, and data structures for range minimum/maximum

queries, rank and count queries over sequences from small alphabets, and predeces-

sor/successor queries.

2.1 Notation

We adopt the word RAM model with word size w = Θ(lg n) bits, where n denotes

the size of the given data. Our complete solutions use several sets of homogeneous

components. We present a lemma to bound the costs of each different type of compo-

nents, which is then applied over the entire set of these components to calculate the

total cost. The size, n′, of the data that each component represents may be less than

n which is the input size of the entire problem, so when the cost of constructing the

component is bounded by a function of the form f(n′)/ polylog(n) to take advantage

of the word size, we keep both n′ and n in the lemma statement, as commonly done in

previous work on similar topics. In this case, the construction algorithm usually uses

a universal table of o(n) bits, whose content solely depends on the value of n, and

hence can be constructed once in o(n) time and used for all data structure components

of the same type. Thus unless otherwise stated, these lemmas assume the existence

of such a table without stating so explicitly in the lemma statements, and we define

and analyze the table in the proof. This also applies to algorithms that manipulate

sequences of size n′. Occasionally the query algorithms of a data structure may need

a universal table as well, and we explicitly state it if this is the case.

7
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2.2 Algorithms on Packed Sequences

We say a sequence A ∈ [σ]n is in packed form if the bits of its elements are con-

catenated and stored in as few words as possible. Thus, when packed, A occupies

⌈n⌈lg σ⌉/w⌉ words. Throughout the thesis, we define C(s..f) to be the bits between

and including the s- and f -th most significant bits of C, where C can be an integer

or a character. With the bit parallelism technique, we can extract bits at specified

positions from multiple elements packed into a word in constant time.

Lemma 1 Let C[0..n′ − 1] be a packed sequence of c-bit elements, where n′ ≤ n.

Given a pair of parameters s and f satisfying that 0 ≤ s ≤ f ≤ c − 1, a packed

sequence A[0..n′ − 1] of (f − s + 1)-bit elements in which A[i] = C[i](s..f) for each

entry i ∈ [0..n′ − 1] can be constructed in O(n′c/lg n+ 1) time.

Proof. Let δ denote the block size ⌊ lgn
2×c

⌋. We construct a universal lookup table

U . For each possible δ-element packed sequence S1 drawn from alphabet [2c], and

each different range [s, f ] where 0 ≤ s ≤ f ≤ c − 1, U stores a packed sequence

S2 in which S2[i] = S1[i](s..f) for each i ∈ [0..δ − 1]. As there are 2δ×c × c2 ≤
√
n × c2 entries in U , and each entry stores a result of δ × (f − s + 1) bits, table

U occupies O(
√
n × c2 × δ × (f − s + 1)) = o(n) bits of space. Given a pair of

parameters s and f , we can apply table U to extract the bits from δ consecutive

elements C[i], C[i + 1], . . . , C[i + δ − 1] for each i ∈ [0, n′ − 1 − δ] in constant time.

Therefore, the overall processing time is O(n′c/lg n+ 1).

2.3 Generalized Wavelet Trees

Given a sequence A[0..n − 1] drawn from alphabet [σ], a d-ary wavelet tree [28] Td

over A is a balanced tree in which each internal node has d children. Each node of

Td then represents a range of alphabet symbols defined as follows: At the leaf level,

the i-th leaf from the left represents the integer range [i, i] for each i ∈ [0..σ − 1].

The range represented by an internal node is the union of the ranges represented by

its children. Hence the root represents [0, σ − 1], and Td is a complete tree having

logd σ+1 levels. Each node u is further associated with a subsequence, A(u), of A, in
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A: 7 3 11 0 3 8 2 2 5 4 10 11 15 6 9 10
I: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
S: 01 00 10 00 00 10 00 00 01 01 10 10 11 01 10 10

A: 3 0 3 2 2
I: 1 3 4 6 7
S: 11 00 11 10 10

A: 7 5 4 6
I: 0 8 9 13
S: 11 01 00 10

A: 11 8 10 11 9 10
I: 2 5 10 11 14 15
S: 11 00 10 11 01 10

A: 15
I: 12
S: 11

A: 0
I: 3

2 2
6 7

3 3
1 4

4
9

5
8

6
13

7
0

8
5

9
14

10 10
10 15

11 11
2 11

15
12

σ = [0, 15]

σ = [0, 3] σ = [4, 7] σ = [8, 11] σ = [12, 15]

Figure 2.1: A wavelet tree with degree equals to 4. Each internal node v of the tree
is associated with a value array A(u), an index array I(v), and the array S(v).

which A(u)[i] stores the i-th entry in A that is in the range represented by u. Thus

the root is associated with the entire sequence A. To save storage, A[u] is not stored

explicitly in [28]. Instead, each internal node u stores a sequence S(u) of integers in

[d], where S(u)[i] = j if A(u)[i] is within the range represented by the jth child of u.

All the S(u)’s built for internal nodes occupy O(n lg σ) bits in total.

Generalized wavelet trees share fundamental ideas with range trees but are more

suitable for compact data structures over sequences which may contain duplicate

values. When we use them in this thesis, we sometimes explicitly store A(u) for each

node u, and may even associate with u an additional array I(u) in which I(u)[i] stores

the index of A(u)[i] in the original sequence A. We call A(u) the value array of u,

and I(u) the index array. See Figure 2.1 for an example of a generalized wavelet

tree. In this thesis, if we construct value and/or index arrays for each node, we

explicitly state so. If not, it implies that we build a wavelet tree in which each node

u is associated with S(u) only. Furthermore, unless otherwise specified, we apply the

standard pointer-based implementation to represent the tree structure of a wavelet

tree, which is preprocessed in time linear to the number of tree nodes such that the

lowest common ancestor of any two nodes can be located in O(1) time [6]. We also

number the levels of the tree incrementally starting from the root level, which is level

0. We have the following two lemmas on constructing wavelet trees:

Lemma 2 Let A[0..n′ − 1] be a packed sequence drawn from alphabet [σ] and let

I[0..n′−1] be a packed sequence in which I[i] = i for each i ∈ [0..n′−1], where n′ ≤ n

and σ ≤ 2O(
√
lgn). Given A and I as input, a d-ary wavelet tree over A with value

and index arrays in packed form can be constructed in O(n′ lg σ(lg n′+ lg σ)/lg n+σ)

time, where d is an arbitrary power of 2 with 2 ≤ d ≤ σ. If index arrays are not
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constructed, the construction time can be lowered to O(n′ lg2 σ/lg n + σ); this bound

still applies when neither value nor index arrays are built.

Proof. We only prove the result when value and index arrays are required; the

other results in the lemma follow by removing the steps of constructing them. The

construction consists of two steps: we first build a binary wavelet tree T2 and then

convert it to a d-ary wavelet tree Td.

To construct T2, let r denote its root node, and we have A(r) = A and I(r) = I.

We then create the left child, r0, and the right child, r1, of r, and perform a linear

scan of A(r) and I(r). During the scan, for each i ∈ [0, |A(r)| − 1], if the highest bit

of A(r)[i] is 0, then A(r)[i] is appended to A(r0), and I(r)[i] is appended to I(r0).

Otherwise, they are appended to A(r1) and I(r1). Afterwards, we recursively process

the child node r0 and r1 in the same manner, but we examine the second highest

bit of each element of A(r0) and A(r1). In general, when generating the sequences

for the child nodes of an internal node u at tree level l where l ∈ [0, lg σ − 1], we

append A(u)[i] and I(u)[i] to A(u0) and I(u0), respectively, if the l-th highest bit of

A(u)[i] is 0. Otherwise. they are appended to A(u1) and I(u1). If A(v) for some

node v is empty but v is above the leaf level, then we keep v as an empty node, and

at next phase we create empty children v0 and v1 under v. T2 have been constructed

completely after processing all the ⌈lg σ⌉ bits of each element of A.

To speed up this process, we use a universal table U . Let b = ⌊ lgn
2t
⌋, where

t = ⌈lg n′⌉+⌈lg σ⌉. This table U has an entry for each possible triple (D,E, c), where

D is a sequence of length b drawn from universe [σ], E is a sequence of length b drawn

from universe [n′], and c is an integer in [0, ⌈lg σ⌉ − 1]. This entry U [D,E, c] stores

four packed sequences D0, D1, E0 and E1 defined as follows: D0[i] or D1[i] stores the

ith element in D whose c-th most significant bit is 0 or 1, respectively, while E0[i] or

E1[i] stores E[j] if D[j] is the E[j]-th element in A whose c-th most significant bit is

0 or 1, respectively. Similar to the table U in the proof of Lemma 1, U uses o(n) bits.

By performing table lookups with U , we can process b consecutive elements in A(u)

and I(u) in constant time, and hence we spend O(|A(u)|/b+1) time on each internal

node u. The sum of the lengths of all the value arrays for the nodes at the same level

of T2 is n′. As T2 has ⌈lg σ⌉ + 1 levels and O(σ) nodes, the total time required to
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construct T2 is O(n′ lg σ(lg n′ + lg σ)/lg n+ σ).

We then transform T2 into a d-ary tree Td. We first remove the nodes of T2 whose

levels are not multiples of lg d, and add edges between each remaining node u and

its descendants at the next remaining level. We then visit each internal node u of

Td and associate it with a packed sequence S(u) storing A(u)[i](l lg d..(l+1) lg d− 1)

for all i ∈ [0, |A(u)| − 1], where l is the level of u in Td. It remains to analyze

the time needed to transform T2 into Td. For each internal node u ∈ Td, it takes

O(|A(u)| lg σ/ lg n + 1) time to construct S(u). The sum of the lengths of all the

value arrays for the nodes at the same level of Td is n′. As Td has lg σ/ lg d+ 1 levels

and O(σ) nodes, the time required to construct S(u)’s for all the internal node of Td

is O(n′ lg2 σ/(lg n× lg d)+σ). Therefore, the two steps of our construction algorithm

use O(n′ lg σ(lg n′ + lg σ)/lg n+ σ) time in total.

Next, we show how to construct a d-ary wavelet tree efficiently when both σ and

d are large. In this case, we store the sequences A(u), I(u) and S(u) in an unpacked

form; this does not matter as we do not save space asymptotically by packing bits

when σ and d are sufficiently large.

Lemma 3 Let A[0..n − 1] be a sequence drawn from alphabet [σ]. A d-ary wavelet

tree over A with value and index arrays can be built in O(n lg σ/lg d) time, where

2 ≤ d ≤ σ.

Proof. We use O(n) time to create a sequence I[0..n− 1] in which I[i] = i for each

i ∈ [0..n − 1]. At the root node r of the wavelet tree, set A(r) = A and I(r) = I.

We then create an empty sequence S(r), and, for each i ∈ [0, n − 1], we append

A(r)[i](0.. lg d− 1) to S(r). At the second level, there are d children of r. We linearly

scan A(r), I(r) and S(r), appending A(r)[i] or I(r)[i] to A(rα) or I(rα), respectively,

where α = S(r)[i] and rα represents the α-th child node of r. Next, we construct

S(v) for each node v at the second tree level by appending A(v)[i](lg d..2 lg d− 1) to

S(v)[i] for each i ∈ [0, |A(v)| − 1].

This process continues at each successive level: in general, when generating S(u)

for a node u at a level ℓ where ℓ ∈ [0, lg σ
lg d

−1], we appendA(u)[i](ℓ×lg d..(ℓ+1)×lg d−1)

to S(u)[i] for each i ∈ [0, |A(u)| − 1]. If u is an internal node, we append A(u)[i] or
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I(u)[i] to the sequence A(uα) or I(uα), respectively, where α = S(u)[i]. After reaching

the leaf level, lg σ
lg d

+ 1 levels have been created on Td. As it uses O(n) time for the

non-empty nodes at each tree level and there are in total at most O(σ) empty nodes,

overall the construction time is O(n× lg σ/lg d+ σ) = O(nlg σ/lg d), as σ ≤ n.

2.4 The Ball Inheritance Problem

A sequence A[0..n−1] drawn from [σ] can be viewed as a point set N = {(A[i], i)|0 ≤
i ≤ n−1}. Let T be a d-ary wavelet tree constructed over A. Then ball inheritance [12]

can be defined over T which asks for the support of these operations:

• point(v, i), which returns the point (A(v)[i], I(v)[i]) in N for an arbitrary node

v in T and an integer i; and

• noderange(c, d, v), which, given a range [c, d] and a node v of T , finds the range

[cv, dv] such that I(v)[i] ∈ [c, d] iff i ∈ [cv, dv].

If we store the value and index arrays explicitly, it is trivial to support these opera-

tions, but the space cost is high. To save space, we only store S(v) for each node v

and design auxiliary structures. The following lemma presents previous results:

Lemma 4 ([12, Theorem 2.1], [13, Lemma 2.3]) A generalized wavelet tree over

a sequence A[0..n− 1] drawn from [σ] can be augmented with a ball inheritance data

structure in O(n lg nf(σ)) bits to support point in O(g(σ)) time and noderange in

O(g(σ) + lg lg n) time, such that,

(a) f(σ) = O(1) and g(σ) = O(lgϵ σ);

(b) f(σ) = O(lg lg σ) and g(σ) = O(lg lg σ);

(c) f(σ) = O(lgϵ σ) and g(σ) = O(1).
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Figure 2.2: A wavelet tree with degree equals to 4; On the tree, the value ar-
ray and index array associated with each node are explicitly stored. The operation
point(v, 2) returns the coordinates (4, 9). Meanwhile, noderange(u, 4, 12) returns
the range (1, 3).

2.5 Range Minimum/Maximum Queries

Given a sequenceA of n integers, a range minimum/maximum query rmq(i, j)/rMq(i, j)

with i ≤ j returns the position of a minimum/maximum element in the subsequence

A[i..j], i.e., rmq(i, j) = argmini≤k≤j{A[k]} and rMq(i, j) = argmaxi≤k≤j{A[k]}.
Fischer and Heun [17] considered rmq(i, j)/rMq(i, j) queries without consulting the

input array after the construction of the data structure. The result is summarized as

the following lemma.

Lemma 5 ([17, Theorem 5.8]) Given an array A of n integers, a data structure of

O(n) bits can be constructed in O(n) time, which answers rmq(i, j)/rMq(i, j) queries

in constant time without accessing A.

Belazzougui and Puglisi [4] provided a systematic scheme with efficient construc-

tion for range minimum/maximum queries over an input sequence from small alpha-

bets. A data structure is called systematic if it stores the input sequence verbatim

along with the additional information for answering the queries. Their result is pre-

sented as follows.

Lemma 6 ([4, Lemma D.1]) Let A[0..n′ − 1] be a packed sequence drawn from

alphabet [σ], where n′ ≤ n and σ ≤ 2
√
lgn. There is a systematic data struc-

ture using O(n′lg σ/lg n) extra bits constructed in O(n′lg σ/lg n) time, which answers

rmq(i, j)/rMq(i, j) queries in constant time. The query procedure uses a universal

table of o(n) bits.
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We further build an auxiliary data structure upon a packed input sequence A

from a small alphabet under the indexing model: after the construction of the data

structure, each query operation needs to access certain elements in A. A itself need

not be stored verbatim; it suffices to provide an operator supporting access to an

arbitrary element of A.

Lemma 7 Let A[0..n′ − 1] be a packed sequence drawn from alphabet [σ], where σ ≤
2
√
lgn and n′ ≤ n. There is a data structure using O(n′ lg lg n) extra bits constructed

in O(n′lg σ/lg n) time, which answers rmq(i, j)/rMq(i, j) queries in O(1) time and

O(1) accesses to the elements of A. The query procedure uses a universal table of

o(n) bits.

Proof. If σ ≤ lg n, each element in A can be encoded with O(lg lg n) bits, so

explicitly storing elements of A requires O(n′ lg lg n) bits, which is affordable. We then

apply Lemma 6 for rmq/rMq queries over A, which achieves the efficient construction

time and the constant query time. Therefore, for the rest of the proof, it suffices to

assume σ > lg n.

We only show the proof for range minimum as the support for range maximum

is similar. Let b denote the block size ⌊lg n/(2 lg⌈σ⌉)⌋. The elements of A are con-

ceptually divided into blocks of b elements each. With a universal lookup table U ,

we can retrieve the minimum value of a block of elements in constant time. For each

possible b elements drawn from [σ], U stores the minimum element value of these b

elements. Similar to the table U in the proof of Lemma 1, U uses o(n) bits.

Next, we store the minimum values of the blocks in a sequence A′ ordered by their

original position in A. The sequence A′ occupies O(n′/b × lg σ) = O(n′) bits. Over

A′ we build a data structure DS1 of O(n′/b) bits in O(n′/b) time by Lemma 5.

To save storage, we do not keep the original element values in a block. Instead,

each element value e is replaced with its rank, i.e., the number of elements in the

block that are smaller than e. As each block has b elements, the rank value can

be encoded with O(lg b) = O(lg lg n) bits. The transformation from element values

to their corresponding rank values for each block can be processed in constant time

by applying a universal lookup table U ′. For each possible b elements drawn from

{0, 1, ..., σ − 1}, we store the rank values in O(b lg lg n) bits. Similar to the table U
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in the proof of Lemma 1, U ′ uses o(n) bits. With table U ′, we spend O(n
′

b
) time on

transferring n′ elements into their ranks.

At last, we construct a universal lookup table U ′′ in which for each possible b

elements drawn from [b] and for each different query range [q1, q2] where 0 ≤ q1 ≤
q2 ≤ b − 1, we store the in-block index of the minimum value in the range [q1, q2].

Similar to the table U in the proof of Lemma 1, U ′′ uses o(n) bits. The universal

table U ′′ will be used amid the querying procedure only.

All rank values occupy O(n′ lg lg n) bits. In addition to the O(n′ + n′

b
)-bit space

usage of A′ and DS1, the overall space cost is O(n′ lg lg n) bits. As shown above,

computing the rank value for all n′ elements uses O(n
′

b
) time. Constructing the

sequence A′ and building the data structure DS1 over A′ takes O(n
′

b
) time. Overall

the construction time is bounded by O(n′/b) = O(n′ lg σ/ lg n).

Now we show how to answer the range minimum query given a query range [i, j].

Let Bs and Bt denote the block containing i and j, respectively, where s = ⌊ i
b
⌋ and

t = ⌊ j
b
⌋. We only consider the case when s < t; the remaining case in which s is equal

to t can be handled similarly. Let m1 denote the minimum value in Bs[i mod b, b− 1],

m2 denote the minimum value among blocks Bs+1, Bs+2,. . . , Bt−1, and m3 denote

the minimum value in Bt[0, j mod b]. The answer is clearly min(m1,m2,m3).

The value m2 can be retrieved in constant time as follows: We search the data

structure DS1 for the index τ of the minimum value in the query range [s+ 1, t− 1]

and complete with accessing A′[τ ]. The values m1 and m3 both can be answered in

a similar way, and we take how to retrieve m1 as an example. Given the pattern of

block Bs and the query range [i mod b, b−1], we can apply U ′′ to retrieve the in-block

index τ of the minimum value e in constant time, compute the original index τ ′ of e

in A, where τ ′ = b × s + τ , and retrieve m1 by accessing A[τ ′]. Overall, the query

requires O(1) time and O(1) accesses to the elements of A.

2.6 Data Structures for rank and select

Given a sequence A[0..n′ − 1] drawn from alphabet [σ], a rankc(A, i) operation com-

putes the number of elements equal to c in A[0..i]. An even more powerful operation

countc(A, j) operation computes the number of elements less than or equal to c in
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A[0..j]. Clearly the support for count implies that for rank. The following lemma

shows how to construct a data structure supporting count when σ < lg1/3 n.

Lemma 8 ([3, Lemma 2.3]) Let A[0..n′ − 1] be a packed sequence drawn from al-

phabet [σ], where n′ ≤ n and σ < lg1/3 n. A systematic data structure occupying o(n′)

extra bits supporting count in O(1) time can be constructed in O(n′ lg σ/ lg n) time.

We then consider slightly larger alphabet with σ = O(polylog n).

Lemma 9 Let A[0..n′−1] be a packed sequence drawn from alphabet [σ], where n′ ≤ n

and σ = O(polylog n). A data structure of n′⌈lg σ⌉+ o(n′ lg σ) bits supporting count

and rank in O(1) time can be constructed in O(n′ lg2 σ/ lg n + σ) time. The query

procedure requires access to a universal table of size o(n) bits.

Proof. Lemma 8 already subsumes this lemma when σ ≤ 2⌈1/4 lg lgn⌉, so it suffices

to assume that 2⌈1/4 lg lgn⌉ < σ in the rest of the proof.

Let d = 2⌈1/4 lg lgn⌉. We first build a d-ary wavelet tree T in O(n′ lg2 σ/lg n+σ) time

by Lemma 2. Then the height of the tree is h = O(lg σ/(1/4 lg lg n)) = O(1). For each

level l of T except the leaf level, we construct a packed sequence Sl by concatenating all

the S(v)’s for the nodes at this level from left to right. As Sl is drawn from alphabet [d]

and there are at most σ nodes in total, it takes O(|Sl| lg d/ lg n+σ) = O(n′ lg σ/ lg n+

σ) time to construct Sl. We then build a data structure Cl with constant-time support

for count over Sl; by Lemma 8, this data structure occupies o(n′ lg σ) extra bits, and

it can be constructed in O(n′ lg d/ lg n) = O(n′ lg σ/ lg n) time. At last, we discard all

sequences S(v) and the tree T to save space. As T has a constant number of levels,

all the Sl’s and Cl’s occupy n′⌈lg σ⌉ + o(n′ lg σ) bits in total, and their construction

time, including that of T which we discard later, is O(n′ lg2 σ/lg n + σ). The set of

Sl’s and Cl’s is the data structures Bose et al. [9, Theorem 4] designed, which support

count operations in constant time over a sequence drawn from an alphabet of size

O(polylog(n)). This implies the support for rank.

Another widely-studied operation over sequences is selectc(A, i), which returns

the index of the entry of A containing the i-th occurrence of c. The following lemma

addresses the problem of efficiently constructing data structures supporting rank and

select queries.
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Lemma 10 ([3, Lemma 2.1]) Given a packed bit sequence B[0..n−1], a systematic

data structure occupying o(n) extra bits can be constructed in O(n/ lg n) time, which

supports rank and select in constant time.

Lemma 11 ([4, Lemma C.3]) Let A[0..n′ − 1] be a packed sequence drawn from

alphabet [σ], where n′ ≤ n. A data structure of O(n′ lg σ) bits supporting select in

O(1) time can be constructed in O(n′ lg2 σ/ lg n+ σ) time.

There is a restricted version of rank called partial rank; a partial rank operation,

rank′(A, i), computes the number of elements equal to A[j] in A[0..j]. The following

lemma presents a solution to supporting rank′.

Lemma 12 Given a sequence A[0..n−1] drawn from alphabet [σ], a data structure of

O(n lg σ) bits can be constructed in O(n+ σ) time, which supports rank′ in constant

time.

Proof. Belazzougui et al. [5, Lemma 3.5] already proved this lemma for the case in

which σ ≤ n. When σ > n, then the data structure we construct is simply an array

A′[0..n − 1] storing all the answers, i.e., A′[i] = rank′(A, i) for any i ∈ [0, n − 1]. A′

occupies O(n lg n) = O(n lg σ) bits. To construct A′, it is enough to perform a linear

scan of A, and during the scan, we maintain an array C[0..σ − 1] in which C[j], for

any j ∈ [0, σ − 1], stores how many times symbol j occurs in the portion of A that

we have scanned so far. This uses O(n+ σ) time.

2.7 Fast Construction of Predecessor Query Structures

Let A[0..n−1] be a sequence of integers sorted in the increasing order. Given a query

integer x, we define operations pred(x) and succ(x):

pred(x) = max{j | A[j] ≤ x, 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1}

succ(x) = min{j | x ≤ A[j], 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1}

Belazzougui et al. [5] show a data structure with deterministic linear preprocessing

time for predecessor/successor queries. Their result shown as follows will be used later

in our methods.
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Lemma 13 ([5, Lemma 3.6]) Given a sorted sequence A of integers from universe

[0, u − 1], a data structure of O(n lg u) bits can be constructed in linear time, which

answers a pred or succ query in O(lg lg u) time.

We also need a solution under the indexing model over packed sequences. The

following result can be achieved by combining an approach of Grossi et al. [20] with

Lemma 13, while applying universal tables.

Lemma 14 Given a sorted packed sequence A of n′ distinct integers from [σ], where

n′ ≤ n and σ ≤ 2c
√
lgn for any arbitrary positive constant c, a data structure using

O(n′ lg lg σ) extra bits of space can be constructed in O(n′/
√
lg n) time, which answers

a pred(x) or succ(x) query in O(lg lg σ) time and O(1) accesses to the elements of

A. The query procedure requires access to a universal table of size o(n) bits.

Proof. Let b = ⌊
√
lg n/(2c)⌋. We divide A into blocks of length b each. We retrieve

the last element of each block and construct a predecessor/successor data structure

R over these elements using Lemma 13. R uses O((n′/b) × lg σ) = O(n′) bits of

space and can be constructed in O(n′/b) time. Then, over each block, we regard each

integer in it as a binary string of length lg σ and construct a Patricia trie over the

integers in this block, as done by Grossi et al. [20, Lemma 3.3]. This is a compressed

bitwise trie with a skip value of O(lg lg σ) bits stored at each node. It stores elements

at the leaves in sorted order. As the trie has b leaves and b−1 internal nodes, its tree

structure can be encoded in O(b) bits. With skip values, each trie can be encoded in

O(b lg lg σ) bits, without encoding the b elements at its leaves. To construct such a

trie fast, we use a universal U which has an entry for any possible packed sequence

S of b elements drawn from [σ]. This entry stores the Patricia trie (without the

elements stored at leaves) of O(b lg lg σ) bits constructed upon S. As there are at

most 2(lg σ)×b ≤
√
n different entries in U , U uses O(

√
n× b lg lg σ) = o(n) bits. With

U , a Patricia trie over any block of b elements can be constructed in constant time.

As there are ⌈n′/b⌉ blocks in total, the overall space usage of the tries and R is

O((n′/b) × b lg lg σ + n′) = O(n′ lg lg σ) bits, and and the overall processing time is

O(n′/
√
lg n).

To answer a query, given an integer y, where y ∈ [0, σ − 1], we first perform

a predecessor or successor query over R to find the block B containing pred(y) or
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succ(y) in O(lg lg σ) time. Then, with the help of an o(n)-bit universal table, we query

over the trie built upon B using the query algorithm by Grossi et al. [20] in O(1)

time and O(1) accesses of elements of A to retrieve pred(y) or succ(y). Therefore,

the overall query cost is O(lg lg σ) time and O(1) accesses to elements of A.

We then extend Lemma 14 for a sequence of integers that are not necessarily

distinct.

Lemma 15 Given a sorted packed sequence A of n′ integers from [σ], where n′ ≤
σ ≤ 2c

√
lgn for any arbitrary positive constant c, a data structure using O(n′ lg lg σ)

extra bits of space can be constructed in O(n′/
√
lg n) time, which answers a pred(x)

or succ(x) query in O(lg lg σ) time and O(1) accesses to the elements of A. The

query procedure requires access to a universal table of size o(n) bits.

Proof. We create a bitvector B[0..n′] in which B[i] = 1 if i = 0 or A[i] > A[i −
1], and represent it by Lemma 10 to support rank and select. Thus B records

the position of the first occurrence of each distinct integer in A. We also define

a sequence A′[0..t − 1], in which A′[i] = A[select1(B, i)], where t is the number

of distinct elements in A. A′[0..t − 1] then stores the distinct elements of A. We

construct a predecessor/successor structure over A′ using Lemma 14. A′ is needed

during construction but is discarded at the end of preprocessing, as each element,

A′[i], can be accessed by retrieving A[select1(B, i)]. By Lemmas 10 and 14, B and

the predecessor/successor structure over A′ occupy O(n′ lg lg σ) bits in total.

Next, we give a query algorithm for succ(x) over A; the support for pred(x) is

similar. We perform a successor query over A′ to retrieve the successor, x′, in A′,

which uses O(lg lg σ) time and O(1) accesses of elements of A. This will also give

the position, i, of x′ in A′. Then, we find succ(x) over A in constant time, which is

select1(B, i). Overall, we require O(lg lg σ) time and O(1) accesses of elements of

A.

To build these data structures, we first show how to compute B and A′. Let

b = ⌊
√
lg n/(2c)⌋. We use a universal table U to generate b elements of B and A′ in

constant time. U has an entry for each possible packed sequence S[0..b − 1] drawn

from [σ] and each possible flag f ∈ {0, 1}, which stores a bitvector V [0..b− 1] and a
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Index 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

A 2 2 4 4 4 5 5 7 7 7

B 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

A
′

2 4 5 7

Figure 2.3: An example of a succ queries over a sequence of non-distinct elements,
e.g. succ(A, 6) = select1(B, succ(A′, 6) + 1) = select1(B, 4) = 7.

packed sequence S ′ of length at most b defined as follows: If f = 1, we set V [0] = 1

and V [0] = 0 otherwise. For each i ∈ [1, b − 1], if S[i − 1] = S[i], then V [i] is set to

0. Otherwise, V [i] is set to 1. Then, the length of S ′ is equal to the number of 1’s

in V , and S ′[i] = S[rank1(V, i)]. As U has O(n1/2) entries each using O(polylog(n))

bits, U occupies o(n) bits. With U , we can generate b bits in B and b entries of A′

in one table lookup, and thus the content of B and A′ can be computed in O(n/b)

time. Adding the construction time needed to build query structures over them, the

overall preprocessing time is O(n/b) = O(n′/
√
lg n).

For general integer sequences, we will use the pred(x)/succ(x) data structure by

Chan et al. [12], which is summarized in the following lemma (even though Chan et

al. did not analyze the construction time, it follows directly from previous results on

the data structure components used):

Lemma 16 ([12, Section 2]) Given an increasingly sorted sequence A of n′ distinct

integers from universe [n] where n′ ≤ n, a data structure using extra O(n′ lg lg n) bits

of space can be constructed in linear time, which answers a pred(x) or succ(x) query

in O(lg lg n) time and O(1) accesses to elements of A. The query algorithm requires

access to a universal table of o(n) bits.



Chapter 3

The rank′ Query Structures with Fast Preprocessing

In this section we focus on how to quickly construct data structures for rank′ queries

over a sequence A[0..n′ − 1] drawn from alphabet [σ], where n′ ≤ n and σ ≤ 2
√
lgn.

This is needed to solve ball inheritance in a special case. Lemma 9 already solves this

problem when σ ≤ lg n, so we assume lg n < σ ≤ 2
√
lgn in the rest of this section.

In our solution, we conceptually divide sequence A into chunks of length σ. For

simplicity, assume that n′ is a multiple of σ. Let Ak denote the kth chunk, where

0 ≤ k ≤ n′/σ − 1. For each c ∈ [0, σ − 1], we define the following data structures:

• A bitvector Bc = 1rankc(A0,σ)01rankc(A1,σ)0 . . . 1rankc(An′/σ−1,σ)0, which encodes the

number of occurrences of symbol c in each chunk in unary. Bc is represented

using Lemma 10 to support rank and select in constant time.

• A sequence Pc[0..n
′/σ−1], in which Pc[i] = rank′(Ai, c) for each i ∈ [0, n′/σ−1],

i.e., Pc[i] stores the answer to a partial rank query performed locally within Ai

at position c.

Note that we have one Bc for each alphabet symbol c, while we have one Pc for

each relative position c in the chunks of A. See Figure 3.1 for an example. We have

the following lemma on supporting queries using these data structures, with a space

analysis.

Lemma 17 The data structures in this section occupy n′ lg σ + o(n′ lg σ) extra bits

and support rank′ in O(1) time and O(1) accesses to elements of A.

Proof. In Bc, each 1 bit corresponds to an occurrence of symbol c in A, while each

0 corresponds to a chunk. Thus, these bit vectors have n′ 1s and n′/σ × σ = n′ 0s in

total. Therefore, the lengths of all these bit vectors sum up to 2n′. By Lemma 10,

o(n′) bits are needed to augment them to support rank and select. As each chunk

has σ elements, encoding an entry of each Pc requires ⌈lg σ⌉ bits. Thus P0, . . . , Pσ−1

21
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A0 A1 A2

A: a a b c d d c b a b b c

Ba:110010 Bb:1010110 Bc: 101010 Bd:01100

Chunk Index: 0 1 2

P0: 1 1 1

Chunk Index: 0 1 2

P1: 2 2 1

Chunk Index: 0 1 2

P2: 1 1 2

Chunk Index: 0 1 2

P3: 1 1 1

Figure 3.1: A sequence A of length n = 12 over an alphabet of σ = 4 symbols, split
into n/σ = 3 chunks A0, A1 and A2. Given a query rank′(A, 6), we have rank′(A, 6) =
select(Bc, ⌊6/4⌋)− (⌊6/4⌋ − 1) + P(6 mod 4)[⌊6/4⌋] = 2.

occupy n′⌈lg σ⌉ bits in total. The total space usage of all the data structures in this

section is therefore 2n′+o(n′)+n′⌈lg σ⌉ bits, which is n′ lg σ+o(n′ lg σ) when σ > lg n.

A query rank′(A, j) can be answered as follows:

rank′(A, j) = select0(Bc, t)− (t−1)+Pτ [t], where τ = j mod σ, t = ⌊ j
σ
⌋, and c = A[j]

As the select query over Bc takes constant time, answering rank′(A, j) requires O(1)

time and a single access to A.

Next, we consider how to construct the sequences Bc’s efficiently.

Lemma 18 Bitvectors B0, B1, . . . , Bσ−1 can be constructed in O(n′ lg2 σ/ lg n + σ)

time.

Proof. We first construct a sequence M [0..n′ + n′/σ − 1] in which each element

is encoded in ⌈lg σ⌉ + 1 bits. In M , n′ elements are regular elements, and the rest

are boundary elements each of which is an integer whose binary expression simply

consists of ⌈lg σ⌉+1 0-bits. M is divided into n′/σ chunks, and each chunks contains

σ regular elements followed by a boundary element. The subsequence of the σ regular

elements in the i-th chunk can be obtained by appending a 1-bit to the end of the

binary expression of each element in Ak.

Next we show how to create M efficiently with the help of a universal table U .

This table has an entry for each possible pair (D, t), where D is a sequence of length

b = ⌊ lgn
2⌈lg σ⌉⌋ drawn from [σ] and t is an integer in [0, b]. If t = 0, this entry stores a
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sequence of length b which is obtained by appending a 1-bit to the end of the binary

expression of each element in D. Otherwise, this entry stores a sequence of length

b + 1 consisting of three sections: the first section is obtained by appending a 1-bit

to the end of the binary expression of each of the first t elements in D, the second

section is a boundary element, and the third section is obtained by appending a 1-bit

to the end of the binary expression of each of the last b− t elements in D. As there

are at most n1/2 possible sequences of length b drawn from σ and t has b+1 possible

values, U has at most n1/2(b + 1) entries. Since each entry is encoded in at most

(b + 1)(⌈lg σ⌉ + 1) = O(polylog(n)) bits, U uses o(n) bits. With U , we can scan A

and process b of its elements in constant time; whether or where a boundary element

should be created when processing these b elements can be inferred by keeping track of

the number of elements that we have scanned so far. Note that at most one boundary

element will be created when reading b elements from A, as b < lg n < σ. The time

needed to create M is hence O(n′/b) = O(n′ lg σ/ lg n).

From M we determine the content of B0, B1, . . . , Bσ−1 by constructing a tree T

over M similar to a large extent to a binary wavelet tree and associating each node

u of T with a sequence M(u). At the root node r of T , we set M(r) = M , and

we perform the following recursive procedure at any node u at level l of T where

l ∈ [0, ⌈lg σ⌉ − 1]: We create the left child, u0, and the right child, u1, of u, and

perform a linear scan of M(u). During the scan, for each i ∈ [0, |M(u) − 1|], if

M(u)[i] is a boundary element, it is appended to both M(u0) and M(u1). If M(u)[i]

is not a boundary element and its lth most significant bit is 0, M(u)[i] is appended

to M(u0). If its lth significant bit is 1, it is appended to M(u1). After generating

the sequences M(u0) and M(u1), we discard the sequence M(u). We finish recursion

after we create ⌈lg σ⌉ levels, i.e., we only examine the first ⌈lg σ⌉ bits of each element

of M to determine the tree structure. Thus, this tree has σ leaves, and the sequences

associated with the leaves from left to right are named M0, M1, . . . , Mσ−1. They

form a partition of M .

To speed up this process, we use a universal table U ′. Recall that b = ⌊ lgn
2⌈lg σ⌉⌋. U

′

has an entry for each possible pair (E, c), where E is a sequence of length b drawn

from universe [2σ] and c is an integer in [0, ⌈lg σ⌉ − 1]. This entry stores a pair

of packed sequences E0 and E1 defined as follows: E0 or E1 stores the boundary
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A a a b c d d c b a b b c

M 001 001 011 101 000 111 111 101 011 000 001 011 011 101 000

S 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

M 001 001 011 000 011 000 001 011 011 000

S 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

101 000 111 111 101 000 101 000

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

M 001 001 000 000 001 000

B 1 1 0 0 1 0

011 000 011 000 011 011 000

1 0 1 0 1 1 0

101 000 101 000 101 000

1 0 1 0 1 0

000 111 111 000 000

0 1 1 0 0

Figure 3.2: An example of constructing all Bc’s. The input sequence A is divided
into chunks of length 4. Each boundary element is encode by ”000”.

elements in E and the regular elements in E whose c-th most significant bit is 0 or

1, respectively. The elements in E0 retain their relative order in E, and the same is

true with E1. As U ′ has 2b×(⌈lg σ⌉+1) × ⌈lg σ⌉ entries and each entry stores a pair of

packed sequences occupying O(b⌈lg σ⌉) bits in total, U ′ uses o(n) bits. By performing

table lookups in U ′, we can process M(u) in O(|M(u)| lg σ/ lg n + 1) time. Note

that we assign n′ regular and 2l × n′

σ
boundary elements to the nodes at tree level l.

Summing over all O(σ) nodes of the tree, the total time required to construct this

tree is O(
∑︁⌈lg σ⌉−1

l=0 ((n′ + 2l × n′

σ
) lg σ/ lg n) + σ) = O(n′ lg2 σ/ lg n+ σ).

To construct bitvectors Bc for any 0 ≤ c ≤ σ − 1, a crucial observation is that

the i-th bit in Bc is the same as the least significant bits of the i-th elements of Mc.

Thus it takes O(|Bc|(lg σ + 1)/ lg n+ 1) time to compute the content of Bc using bit

packing. Bc can then be represented in O(|Bc|/ lg n + 1) time to support rank and

select by Lemma 10. Summing over all σ bitvectors, the time required to construct

B0, B1, . . . , Bσ−1 from M0,M1, . . . ,Mσ−1 is O(n′ lg σ/ lg n+ σ).

Overall, given A, the construction time of these bit vectors is

O(n′ lg σ/ lg n+ (n′ lg2 σ/ lg n+ σ) + (n′ lg σ/ lg n+ σ)) = O(n′ lg2 σ/ lg n+ σ).

It remains to show how to build all sequences P0, P1, . . . , Pσ−1 efficiently.

Lemma 19 Sequences P0, P1, . . . , Pσ−1 can be constructed in O(n′lg2 σ/lg n+σ) time.

Proof. The construction consists of two phases. In the first phase, we compute the

set of pairs Rk = {(i, rank′(Ak, i))|0 ≤ i ≤ σ − 1} for each chunk Ak. Even though
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Pi[k] = rank′(Ak, i) and thus the entries of all the Pi’s have been computed in this

phase, the pairs themselves generated for Ak are not in any order that allows us to

directly assign values from these pairs to entries of Pi’s quickly enough. Thus, in the

second phase, we reorganize all n′ pairs computed from all the chunks, to construct

P0, P1, . . . , Pσ−1 efficiently.

We first show how to compute the pair set Rk for each Ak efficiently. Let I[0, σ−1]

denote a packed sequence such that I[i] = i for each i ∈ [0, σ − 1]. Note that I can

be constructed once in O(σ) time and shared with all chunks. By Lemma 2, a binary

wavelet tree, in which node u is associated with A(u) and I(u) as defined before, over

Ak could be constructed in O(σ lg2 σ/ lg n+σ) time. However, the second term O(σ),

when summed over all n′/σ chunks, is too expensive to afford. Thus, we modify the

structure of a wavelet tree to decrease this term. In the modified tree, when a node

v satisfies |A(v)| ≤ b = ⌊ lgn
2⌈lg σ⌉⌋, we make v a leaf node without any descendants.

With this modification, we observe the following two properties. First, if a leaf node l

satisfies |A(l)| > b, then the tree level of l must be lg σ and all entries of A(l) store the

same symbol. Second, as there are at most ⌈σ/b⌉ nodes at each level, the modified

tree has O(σ/b× lg σ) = O(σ lg2 σ/ lg n) nodes. The O(σ) term in construction time

in Lemma 2 follows from the fact that a wavelet tree has O(σ) leaves. With fewer

leaves, the modified tree can be constructed in O(σ lg2 σ/ lg n) time. After this tree

is constructed, we only keep the sequences A(l) and I(l) for each leaf node l and call

them leaf sequences. We discard the rest of the tree.

To further compute Rk using these leaf sequences, observe that, for any symbol

α, there exists one leaf l such that A(l) contains all the occurrences of α in A. Thus

(I(l)[i], rank′(Ak, I(l)[i])) = (I(l)[i], rank′(A(l), i)) holds, which we can use to reduce

the problem of computing the pairs in Rk to the problem of computing the answer

to a partial rank query at each position of A(l) for each leaf l. Hence for each leaf

l, we define a packed sequence Q(l)[0..|A(l)| − 1] in which Q(l)[i] = rank′(A(l), i)

to store these answers. To construct Q(l) efficiently, we consider two cases. When

|A(l)| ≤ b, we apply a universal table U ′′ to generate Q(l) in constant time. U ′′

has an entry for each possible pair (F, x), where F is a sequence of length b drawn

from universe [σ], and x is an integer in [0, b]. This entry stores a packed sequence

G[0..x] in which G[i] = rank′(F, i). Similar to U in the proof of Lemma 18, U ′′
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uses o(n) bits. When |A(l)| > b, all entries of A(l) store the same symbol. Thus,

we have Q(l)[i] = i for each i ∈ [0, |A(l)| − 1], and hence we can create Q(l) by

copying the first |A(l)| elements from the sequence I which we created before. In

either case, Q(l) can be constructed in O(|A(l)| lg σ/ lg n + 1) time. Let li denote

the (i + 1)-st leaf visited in a preorder traversal of the tree, and f the number of

leaves. Since
∑︁f

i=0 |Q(li)| = σ and f = O(σ lg2 σ/ lg n), the total time required to

build Q(l0), Q(l1), . . . , Q(lf−1) is O(σ lg2 σ/ lg n). Then we construct the concate-

nated packed sequence Ik = I(l0)I(l1) . . . I(lf−1) and Qk = Q(l0)Q(l1) . . . Q(lf−1). It

requires O(σ lg2 σ/ lg n) time to concatenate these sequences if we process Θ(lg n)

bits, i.e., O(1) words, in constant time by performing bit operations. Since for any

i ∈ [0, σ − 1], (Ik[i], Qk[i]) is a distinct pair in Rk, Ik and Qk store all the pairs in

Rk. We perform the steps in this and the previous paragraphs for all the chunks in

A, and the total time spent in this phase is O(n′lg2 σ/lg n+ σ).

Next we construct P0, P1, . . . , Pσ−1 efficiently using the pairs computed in the

previous phase. We first build in O(n′ lg2 σ/ lg n) time two concatenated packed

sequences each of length n′: I ′ = I0I1 . . . In′/σ−1 and Q = Q0Q1 . . . Qn′/σ−1. Then

we construct a binary wavelet tree over I ′. Each node, u, of the wavelet tree is

associated with two sequences, I ′(v) which contains all the elements of I ′ whose

values are within the range represented by v, retaining their relative order in I ′, and

Q(v) in which Q(v)[i] is the element in Q corresponding to I ′(v)[i]. The wavelet

tree construction algorithm of Lemma 2 can be modified easily to construct this

wavelet tree in O(n′ lg2 σ/ lg n + σ) time. Let l′i denote the (i + 1)st leaf of this

wavelet tree in preorder. Observe that all the entries in I ′(l′i) store i, and I ′(l′i)[j]

initially came from Aj, i.e., I ′(l′i)[j] corresponds to the ith position in chunk Aj.

Therefore, Q(l′i)[j] = Pi[j], and we have Pi = Q(l′i). The processing time required for

this phase is also O(n′lg2 σ/lg n + σ), which is the same as the bound for the first

phase. Therefore, the total time required to construct all sequences P0, P1, . . . , Pσ−1

is O(n′lg2 σ/lg n+ σ).

Combining Lemmas 9, 17, 18 and 19, we have the following result:

Lemma 20 Let A[0..n′ − 1] be a packed sequence drawn from alphabet [σ], where

n′ ≤ n and σ = O(2O(
√
lgn)). A data structure using n′⌈lg σ⌉ + o(n′ lg σ) extra bits
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A0 A1 A2

Index: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
A: a a b c d d c b a b b c

In-chunk index (j) 0 1 2 3 3 2 0 1 0 1 2 3
rank′(At, j) 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1

j 0 1 2 3 3 2 0 1 0 1 2 3
rank′(At, j) 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1

j 0 1 0 1 0 1
rank′(At, j) 1 2 1 2 1 1

2 3 3 2 2 3
1 1 1 1 2 1

0 0 0
1 1 1

1 1 1
2 2 1

2 2 2
1 1 2

3 3 3
1 1 1

P0
P1

P2 P3

Figure 3.3: An example of Phase II; The first table shows the input sequence A is
divided into chunks of length 4. The second table in the middle shows the output of
Phase I; The binary tree at the bottom presents how to construct the arrays Pi for
all i ∈ [0, σ − 1]. And all arrays Pi’s are stored at the leaf level.

can be constructed in O(n′lg2 σ/lg n+ σ) time to support rank′ queries in O(1) time

and O(1) accesses to elements of A.



Chapter 4

The Ball Inheritance Structure with Fast Preprocessing

We now address the problem of efficiently building data structures for ball inheritance

whose time and space bounds match those in parts (b) and (c) of Lemma 4. We first

discuss, in Section 4.1, how to construct the ball inheritance structures of Chan et

al. [12] efficiently over generalized wavelet trees, by replacing some of their data

structure components with those we designed in previous sections to achieve faster

construction time. This strategy however can not solve the problem in the general

case, even though the data structures from previous sections match the state of the

art, e.g., the construction time of our data structures for rank′ in Lemma 20 is on par

with other data structures for sequences so that we can not hope for better. Instead,

we only use this approach to solve some useful special cases. In Section 4.2, we further

consider a special case, where the point coordinates can be encoded in O(
√
lg n) bits,

and we aim at achieving part (c) of Lemma 4. Our solution in this case then requires

a twist to the approach of Chan et al. [12] to take advantage of the smaller grid size.

4.1 Ball Inheritance Based on the Approach of Chan et al. [12]

When used to represent the point setN , each node, u, of wavelet tree T is conceptually

associated with an ordered list, N(u), of points whose x-coordinates are within the

range represented by u, and these points are ordered by y-coordinate. To save space,

Chan et al. [12] do not encode each ordered point list explicitly. Instead, they define

a sequence, Sp(u), of skipping pointers for u, in which Sp(u)[i] stores, at a certain

number of levels below u, which descendant of u has N(u)[i] in its ordered list of

points; different choices of the distance between u and its descendant give different

time-space tradeoffs. Then, since both N(u) and N(Sp(u)[i]) order points by y-

coordinate, the result of a rank′(Sp(u), i) query is the position of the point N(u)[i] in

N(Sp(u)[i]). Thus, to compute point(v, i), we can follow these skip pointers starting

from v and perform rank′ queries along the way, until we reach the leaf level of T . As

28
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Tree Level 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Color 0 0 1 2 3 5 6 7 9 10 11 13 14 15

Color 1 4 8 12

Color 2 16

Figure 4.1: An example of coloring the tree levels over a tree whose height is 16,
where τ is set to 4. The arrows on the top show the skipping pointers such that nodes
on levels of the tree that are a multiple of 4i store pointers to the next level multiple
of 4i+1.

Chan et al. store the coordinates of each point in the ordered lists associated with

the leaves, this process will answer point(v, i).

We now describe the details of these skipping pointers. Let τ be a parameter to

be set later and h denote logd σ. Assume for simplicity that h is a power of τ . We

assign a color to each level of T as follows: Level 0 is assigned color 0, while any other

Level l is assigned color max{c | τ c divides l and 0 ≤ c ≤ logτ h}. Hence there are

logτ h+1 different colors, and only the leaf level is assigned color logτ h. For each leaf

node l of T , we store the coordinates of the points in N(u) explicitly. For any other

node v, let color c be the color assigned to its level, l, where c ∈ [0, logτ h − 1]. We

do not store N(v) explicitly, and instead, for each i ∈ [0, |N(v)|], we store a skipping

pointer Sp(v)[i]. This pointer stores, at the closest level l′ satisfying l′ > l and l′ is a

multiple of τ c+1, the descendant of v at level l′ containing point N(v)[i] in its ordered

list of points. This descendant is encoded by its rank among all the descendants of v

at level l′ in left-to-right order. If each skipping pointer in Sp(v) can be encoded in

O(
√
lg n) bits, we use Lemma 20 to build auxiliary data structures to support O(1)-

time rank′ over Sp(v) for each node v. Otherwise, we use Lemma 12. Finally, since T

is a complete d-ary tree, we can store its structure implicitly by laying out its nodes

in an array of σ entries in breadth-first order. The entry of this array corresponding

to node v stores a pointer to a block of memory encoding the depth of v and either

N(v) if v is a leaf node or Sp(v) otherwise. We also store the color of each level.

The following lemma gives analysis of this approach, in which the analysis of

preprocessing time is restricted to the special cases that we need later.
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Lemma 21 Let X[0..n′−1] be a sequence drawn from alphabet [σ] and Y [0..n′−1] be

a sequence in which Y [i] = i for each i ∈ [0..n′ − 1], where max(σ, n′) ≤ n. A d-ary

wavelet tree over X, where d is a power of 2 upper bounded by σ, can be represented

using O(n′τ(lg σ) logτ (logd σ)+n′ lg n′+σw) bits to support point in O(logτ (logd σ))

time. Given X and Y as input, this tree can be constructed in O(n′τ lg2 σ/ lg n +

n′ lg n′ lg σ/ lg n + σ logd σ) time if σ = O(2O(
√
lgn)). If d ≥ 2

√
lgn, the construction

time is O((n′ + σ) logd σ).

Proof. Each point in N appears in the ordered point list associated with a node

u at each level, l, of T . At each internal node, a skipping pointer is created, which

encodes the rank of the descendant of u among all the descendants of u at level

l′ = τ c+1⌈l/τ c+1⌉. As u has dl
′−l ≤ dτ

c+1
descendants at level l′, Sp(v)[i] can be

encoded using at most τ c+1 lg d bits. Since there are at most h/τ c levels with color

c, the skipping pointers created for this point across all levels of T occupy at most∑︁logτ h−1
c=0

h
τc
×τ c+1× lg d = O(τ lg σ logτ h) bits. As there are n

′ points in N , the space

usage of all skipping pointers is O(n′τ lg σ logτ h) = O(n′τ(lg σ) logτ (logd σ)) bits. By

either Lemma 20 or Lemma 12, the extra space cost needed to build data structures to

support rank′ in sequences of skip pointers is also O(n′τ(lg σ) logτ (logd σ)) bits. We

know that there are in total n′ points at the leaf level and the coordinates of each point

can be encoded in O(lg σ + lg n′) bits, so the cost of storing point coordinates at the

leaf level is O(n′(lg σ + lg n′)) bits. As T has O(σ) nodes, the implicit representation

of T , with color and depth information, occupies O(σw) bits. Overall, the space usage

of these structures is O(n′τ(lg σ) logτ (logd σ) + n′ lg n′ + σw) bits.

Now we analyze the query time of point. We retrieve the depth, l, of v to get the

color, c, assigned to level l. If v is a leaf node, i.e., c = logτ h, then N(v) is stored

explicitly, and we return N(v)[i] as the answer. Otherwise, let l′ = τ c+1⌈l/τ c+1⌉.
Then the point p that we will eventually return as the answer to the query is also

distributed to the ordered point list associated with the Sp(v)[i]-th descendant, u, of

v at level l′. Node u can be located in constant time using the implicit representation

of T as a complete d-ary tree. Furthermore, p is at position j = rank′(Sp(v), i) of

N(u). We then perform the query point(u, j) recursively to compute the answer. To

bound the running time, observe that this process is terminated once we reach a leaf
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level. Hence, the process is applied recursively O(logτ h) times, each with a cost of

O(1). Therefore, it requires O(logτ h) time to support point(v, i).

To construct these data structures, we first build T as a d-ary wavelet tree T

over X with value and index arrays. T can be built in O(n′lg σ(lg n′ + lg σ)/lg n+ σ)

time by Lemma 2, if σ = O(2
√
lgn). Otherwise, it takes O(n′ logd σ + σ) time using

the algorithm shown in Lemma 3. Computing the depth of each node of T and

storing T implicitly use O(σ) time. We then assign colors to its levels as follows: We

first assign color 0 to the root level. Then we assign color logτ h to the leaf level.

Among the remaining levels, we assign color logτ h− 1 to those that are multiples of

τ (logτ h−1) = h/τ , and so on. During this process, an array of flags is used to mark

those levels that have been assigned colors. As we use O(1) time for each level, this

requires O(logd σ) time. Observe that the value and index arrays of each node u of T

encode the x- and y-coordinates of the points in N(u), respectively. Therefore, at the

leaf level, we keep its value and index arrays as the encoding of N(u). Otherwise, let c

be the color assigned to level l. Then, for any i ∈ [0, |N(u)|−1], Sp(u)[i] needs to store

the rank of the descendant of u at level l′ = τ c+1⌈l/τ c+1⌉), which can be computed as

A(u)[i](l lg d..l′ lg d); recall that A(u) is the value array of u storing the x-coordinates

of the points in N(u). By Lemma 1, all elements of Sp(u) can be generated in

O(|N(u)|lg σ/lg n + 1) time. The overall time needed to generate all the skipping

pointers across the entire tree T is thus bounded by O(n′lg2 σ/(lg n × lg d) + σ),

which is subsumed by the time cost spending on building T . We discard the value

and index arrays of u after Sp(u) has been built.

Next, we show how to build the data structure for rank′ queries upon Sp(u). We

first consider the case in which σ = O(2
√
lgn), in which the alphabet size of Sp(u)

is at most σ = O(2
√
lgn), so we apply Lemma 20 to build a rank′ structure over

S(u). Sp(u) is drawn from alphabet dl
′−l, and since l′ − l ≤ τ c+1, this structure

can be built in O(|Sp(u)|(l′− l)2 lg2 d/ lg n+ dl
′−l) = O(|Sp(u)|τ 2c+2 lg2 d/ lg n+ dl

′−l)

time. Over all nodes at level l, observe that the term, |Sp(u)|τ 2c+2 lg2 d/ lg n, sums

up to n′τ 2c+2 lg2 d/ lg n, while the term, dl
′−l, sums up to f × dl

′−l, where f is the

number of nodes at level l. To bound f , observe that, as each node at level l has dl
′−l

descendants, there are f × dl
′−l nodes at level l′ and we have f × dl

′−l ≤ σ. Thus the

sum of the term, dl
′−l, over nodes at level l is bounded by σ. Hence the total time
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required to build auxiliary data structures for rank′ for nodes at a level with color c

is O(n′τ 2c+2 lg2 d/ lg n + σ). As there are at most h/τ c levels with color c, the total

construction time over all levels of T , including the time spent building and coloring T

itself, is O(n′lg σ(lg n′ + lg σ)/lg n+σ+
∑︁(logτ h)−1

c=0 (h/τ c)×O(n′τ 2c+2 lg2 d/ lg n+σ) =

O(n′τ lg2 σ/ lg n+ n′ lg n′ lg σ/ lg n+ σ logd σ). Finally, we consider the case in which

d ≥ 2
√
lgn. In this case, all rank′ structures are built using Lemma 12, so constructing

overall takes O(n′ logd σ + σ) +
∑︁(logτ h)−1

c=0 O(n′ + σ) = O(n′ logd σ + σ logd σ) time.

Another operation of ball inheritance is noderange(c, d, v). Recall that given a

range [c, d] and a node v of T , noderange(c, d, v) finds the range [cv, dv] such that

I(v)[i] ∈ [c, d] iff i ∈ [cv, dv]. Obviously, cv or dv is equal to the positions of succ(c)

or pred(d) in I(v), respectively. Hence by constructing predecessor/successor data

structures over I(v), we can support noderange. The following lemmas addressing

special cases of ball inheritance, in which either the wavelet tree has high fanout or

the coordinates can be encoded in O(
√
lg n) bits, can thus be obtained by choosing

appropriate values for τ in Lemma 21 and applying different data structures for

pred/succ operations.

Lemma 22 Let X[0, n− 1] be a sequence drawn from alphabet [σ] denoting the point

set N = {(X[i], i)|0 ≤ i ≤ n−1}, where 2
√
lgn ≤ σ ≤ n. A 2

√
lgn-ary wavelet tree over

X using O(n lg σ · f(σ) + n lg n) bits of space can be constructed in O(n lg σ/
√
lg n)

time to support point in O(g(σ)) time and noderange in O(lg lg n+g(σ)) time, where

(a) f(σ) = O(lg(lg σ/
√
lg n)) and g(σ) = O(lg(lg σ/

√
lg n)); or (b) f(σ) = O(lgϵ σ)

and g(σ) = O(1) for any constant ϵ > 0. The noderange query requires a universal

table of o(n) bits.

Proof. Consider the case in Lemma 21 for d ≥ 2
√
lgn. In this case, set n′ = n and

d = 2
√
lgn. By further setting τ = 2 or τ = lgϵ σ, we have the result (a) or (b),

respectively, apart from the support of noderange. Next, we show the data structure

supporting noderange, whose space cost and construction time are both subsumed

by the data structure supporting point. We apply Lemma 16 to construct a data

structure supporting pred/succ over I(v) at each node v, which answers noderange in

O(lg lg n) time and O(1) calls to point without requiring I(v) to be stored explicitly.

This structure occupies O(|I(v)| lg lg n) extra bits of space can be built upon I(v)
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in O(|I(v)|) time. As T has lg σ/
√
lg n + 1 levels and there are n elements at each

level, the overall time needed to construct it over all nodes is O(n lg σ/
√
lg n), and

the overall extra space cost is O(n lg lg n× lg σ/
√
lg n) = o(n lg σ) bits.

Lemma 23 Let X[0..n′−1] be a packed sequence drawn from alphabet [σ] and Y [0..n′−
1] be a packed sequence in which Y [i] = i for each i ∈ [0..n′−1], where σ = O(2O(

√
lgn))

and n′ = O(σO(1)). Given X and Y as input, a d-ary wavelet tree over X us-

ing O(n′ lg σ lg(lg σ/ lg d) + σw) bits of space can be constructed in O(n′lg2 σ/lg n +

σ logd σ) time to support point in O(lg(lg σ/ lg d)) time and noderange in O(lg lg σ)

time, where d is a power of 2 upper bounded by min(σ, 2
√
lgn). The noderange query

requires a universal table of o(n) bits.

Proof. Consider the case in Lemma 21 for σ = O(2O(
√
lgn)). By setting τ = 2

and applying n′ = O(σO(1)), we can obtain the construction time, the space cost

and the query time needed to support point, which match the bounds shown in

this lemma. It remains to show the support of noderange. As n′ is bounded by

O(σO(1)), each element of the index array I(u) of each node u can be encoded with

O(lg σ) = O(
√
lg n) bits. We then build the predecessor/successor data structure over

I(u) using Lemma 15. Given that point takes O(lg(lg σ/ lg d)) time, noderange can

be answered in O(lg lg σ + lg(lg σ/ lg d)) = O(lg lg σ) time without explicitly storing

I(u). By Lemma 15, this data structure occupies O(|I(u)| lg lg σ) extra bits of space

and can be built upon I(u) in O(|I(u)|/
√
lg n+1) time. As T has σ nodes and h+1

levels, the overall time needed to construct it over all nodes is
∑︁

u O(|I(u)|/
√
lg n +

1) = O(n′ lg σ/(
√
lg n× lg d)+σ) bounded by O(n′lg2 σ/lg n+σ logd σ). Similarly, the

overall extra space cost is O(n′ lg lg σ logd σ) bits. Therefore, the overall space cost

required by the data structure designed is O(n′ lg σ lg(lg σ/ lg d) + n′ lg lg σ logd σ +

σw) = O(n′ lg σ lg(lg σ/ lg d) + σw) bits.

4.2 Ball Inheritance in a Small Grid with Optimal Query Time

We now discuss how to efficiently build ball inheritance structures whose time and

space bounds match those in part (c) of Lemma 4, when σ = O(2O(
√
lgn)) and
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n′ = O(σO(1)). One may attempt to achieve this by setting τ to (logd σ)
ϵ in Lemma

21 to achieve constant-time support for point, but then the construction time is

O(n′τ lg2 σ/ lg n + σ logd σ), in which the first term is not small enough. This term

shows the time spent on building the auxiliary data structures for rank′. To remove

the τ factor in it, we design a variant of the solution by Chan et al. [12] by storing

point coordinates at a subset of levels of T instead of only at the leaf level. This twist

allows us to build rank′ structures at fewer tree levels to decrease the construction

time, and we still achieve the query time and space bounds that match those in part

(c) of Lemma 4.

The details are as follows. Assume for simplicity that σ is a power of d, and

that both 1/ϵ and τ = logϵd σ are integers. We assign a color to each level of T

as follows: Level 0 is assigned color 0, while any other Level l is assigned color

max{c | τ c divides l and 0 ≤ c ≤ 1/ϵ−1}. Hence there are 1/ϵ different colors. Note
that due to our simplifying assumptions, the leaf level is always assigned color 1/ϵ−1

since logd σ is divisible by τ 1/ϵ−1; if these simplifying assumptions do not hold, we

can manually assign color 1/ϵ− 1 to the leaf level and our proof can go through with

trivial modifications. For each node u of T at a level assigned with color 1/ϵ− 1, we

store the coordinates of the points in N(u) explicitly. For any other node v, if the

level l of v is assigned color c where c ∈ [0, 1/ϵ− 2], we do not store N(v) explicitly,

and instead, for each i ∈ [0, |N(v)|], we store a skipping pointer Sp(v)[i] as defined

before. The other auxiliary data structures constructed including the one supporting

rank′ over Sp(v) and the implicit representation of T are all the same as in Lemma

21.

Lemma 24 All skipping pointers Sp(u) defined so far occupy O(n′ lg σ logϵd σ + σw)

bits.

Proof. Each point in N appears in the ordered point list associated with a node

u at each level, l, of T . When the color, c, of l is not 1/ϵ − 1, a skipping pointer is

created for this node, which encodes the rank of the descendant of u among all the

descendants of u at level l′ = τ c+1⌈l/τ c+1⌉. As u has dl
′−l ≤ dτ

c+1
descendants at

level l′, Sp(v)[j] can be encoded using at most τ c+1 lg d bits. Since there are at most

logd σ/τ
c levels with color c, the skipping pointers created for this point across all
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levels of T occupy at most
∑︁1/ϵ−2

c=0
logd σ
τc

× τ c+1 × lg d = O(τ lg σ) bits. As there are

n′ points in N , the space usage of all skipping pointers is O(n′ lg σ logϵd σ) bits. The

space costs of all other data structures are similar to those in Lemma 21.

Lemma 25 The data structures defined so far can support point(v, i) in O(1) time.

Proof. We retrieve the depth, l, of v to get the color, c, assigned to level l. If

c = 1/ϵ − 1, then N(v) is stored explicitly, and we return N(v)[i] as the answer.

Otherwise, let l′ = τ c+1⌈l/τ c+1⌉. Then the point p that we will eventually return as

the answer to the query is also distributed to the ordered point list associated with

the Sp(v)[i]-th descendant, u, of v at level l′. Node u can be located in constant

time using the implicit representation of T as a complete d-ary tree. Furthermore,

p is at position j = rank′(Sp(v), i) of N(u). We then perform the query point(u, j)

recursively to compute the answer. To bound the running time, observe that this

process is terminated once we reach a level with color 1/ϵ − 1, and one out of every

τ 1/ϵ−1 levels of T is assigned this color. Hence, the process is applied recursively

O(logτ τ
1/ϵ−1) = O(1) times, each with a cost of O(1). Therefore, it requires constant

time to support point(v, i).

Lemma 26 The data structures defined so far can be constructed in O(n′lg2 σ/lg n+

σ logd σ) time.

Proof. We build T and the skipping pointer sequences for its nodes as in the

proof of Lemma 21, which uses O(n′lg2 σ/ lg n + σ) time. We then apply Lemma

20 to build the data structure for rank′ queries upon Sp(u). As Sp(u) is drawn

from alphabet dl
′−l, this requires O(|Sp(u)|(l′ − l)2 lg2 d/ lg n + dl

′−l) time, which is

bounded by O(|Sp(u)|τ 2c+2 lg2 d/ lg n + dl
′−l) as l′ − l ≤ τ c+1. Hence the total time

required to build auxiliary data structures for rank′ for nodes at a level with color c is

O(n′τ 2c+2 lg2 d/ lg n+ σ). As there are at most logd σ/τ
c levels with color c, the total

construction time over all levels of T is
∑︁1/ϵ−2

c=0 (logd σ/τ
c)×O(n′τ 2c+2 lg2 d/ lg n+σ) =
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O(n′lg2 σ/lg n + σ logd σ), which dominates the construction time of all data struc-

tures.

To support noderange, we use the same method as shown in the proof of Lemma

23. Combining Lemmas 24, 25 and 26, we have the following result on ball inheritance:

Lemma 27 Let X[0..n′−1] be a packed sequence drawn from alphabet [σ] and Y [0..n′−
1] be a packed sequence in which Y [i] = i for each i ∈ [0..n′−1], where σ = O(2O(

√
lgn))

and n′ = O(σO(1)). Given X and Y as input, a d-ary wavelet tree over X using

O(n′ lg σ logϵd σ + σw) bits of space for any positive constant ϵ can be constructed

in O(n′lg2 σ/lg n + σ logd σ) time to support point in O(1) time and noderange

in O(lg lg σ) time, where d is a power of 2 upper bounded by min(σ, 2
√
lgn). The

noderange query requires a universal table of o(n) bits.



Chapter 5

Optimal Orthogonal Range Reporting with Fast

Preprocessing

We now design data structures that support orthogonal range reporting in optimal

time and can be constructed fast. Previously, with a solution to ball inheritance,

Chan et al. [12] was able to design a relatively simple approach achieving three cur-

rent best tradeoffs for orthogonal range reporting. However, we have only designed

alternative solutions to ball inheritance with fast construction time in special cases.

Therefore, we design a different data structure with optimal query time for orthogonal

range reporting. The strategy is to use a generalized wavelet tree and our solution

to range minimum/maximum (Lemma 7) to reduce the orthogonal range reporting

problem in the general case to the special case in which the points are from a 2
√
lgn×n′

(narrow) grid. In this reduction, we need only support ball-inheritance over a wavelet

tree with high fanout which is solved by part (b) of Lemma 22. We further reduce the

range reporting problem over points in a narrow grid to this problem over a (small)

grid of size at most 2
√
lgn × 22

√
lgn, to which we can apply Lemma 27 for ball inheri-

tance. Hence we describe our solutions over a small, narrow and general grid in this

order, as the solution to the next case uses that to the previous.

5.1 Orthogonal Range Reporting in a Small Grid

We first show how to support orthogonal range reporting in a small grid:

Lemma 28 Let N be a set of δ points with distinct y-coordinates in a 2
√
lgn × δ grid

where δ ≤ 22
√
lgn. Given packed sequences X and Y respectively encoding the x- and

y-coordinates of these points where Y [i] = i for any i ∈ [0, δ − 1], a data structure

occupying O(δ lg1/2+ϵ n+w ·2
√
lgn) bits can be constructed in O(δ+

√
lg n ·2

√
lgn) time

to support orthogonal range reporting over N in O(lg lg n+ occ) time, where ϵ is an

arbitrary positive constant and occ is the number of reported points.

37
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Proof. We build a binary wavelet tree T over X augmented with support for ball

inheritance. By Lemma 27, T occupies O(δ lg1/2+ϵ n+w · 2
√
lgn) bits and can be built

in O(δ +
√
lg n · 2

√
lgn) time. It also supports point in O(1) time and noderange in

O(lg lg n) time. For any internal node v of T , its value array A(v) is built at some

point when augmenting T to solve ball inheritance, though A(v) may be discarded

eventually. When A(v) was available, we built a data structure M(v) to support

range minimum and maximum queries over A(v) using Lemma 7. As T has ⌈
√
lg n⌉

non-leaf levels and the total length of the value arrays of the nodes at each tree level

is δ, over all internal nodes, these structures use O(δ
√
lg n lg lg n) bits in total and

the overall construction time is
∑︁

v O(|A(v)|/
√
lg n+ 1) = O(δ + 2

√
lgn). These costs

are subsumed in the storage and construction costs of T . Recall that A(v) stores

the x-coordinates of the set, N(v), of points from N whose x-coordinates are within

the range represented by v, and the entries of A(v) are ordered by the corresponding

y-coordinates of these points. Thus any entry of A(v) can be retrieved by point

in constant time. Therefore, even after A(v) is discarded, M(v) can still support

rmq/rMq over A(v) in O(1) time.

Given a query range Q = [a, b]× [c, d], we first locate the lowest common ancestor

u of la and lb in constant time, where la and lb denote the a-th and b-th leftmost

leaves of T , respectively. Let ul and ur denote the left and right children of u,

respectively, [cl, dl] = noderange(c, d, ul) and [cr, dr] = noderange(c, d, ur). Then

Q ∩ N = (([a,+∞) × [cl, dl]) ∩ N(ul)) ∪ (([0, b] × [cr, dr]) ∩ N(ur)). In this way, we

reduce a 2-d 4-sided range reporting in N to 2-d 3-sided range reporting in N(ul) and

N(ur). To report points in ([a,+∞)× [cl, dl])∩N(ul), we need only report the points

in N(ul)[cl, dl] whose x-coordinates are at least a. This can be done by performing

range maximum queries over A(ul) recursively as follows. We perform rMq(cl, dl) to

get the indexm of the point p that has the maximum x-coordinate in N(ul)[cl, dl], and

retrieve its coordinates (p.x, p.y) by point(ul,m). If p.x ≥ a, we report p and perform

the same process recursively in N(ul)[cl,m − 1] and N(ul)[m + 1, dl]. Otherwise we

stop. The points in ([0, b] × [cr, dr]) ∩ N(ur)] can be reported in a similar way. To

analyze the query time, observe that we perform noderange twice in O(lg lg n) time.

The recursive procedure is called O(occ) times, and each time it is performed, it uses

O(1) time. All other steps require O(1) time. Therefore, the overall query time is
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O(lg lg n+ occ).

5.2 Orthogonal Range Reporting in a Narrow Grid

Our solution for points in a 2
√
lgn ×n′ grid for any n′ ≤ n uses the following previous

result:

Lemma 29 ([12, Section 2],[7, Lemma 5]) Given a set, N , of n points in [u] ×
[u], a data structure of O(n lg1+ϵ n) bits can be constructed in O(n lg n) time, which

supports orthogonal range reporting over N in O(lg lg u+occ) time, where occ is the

number of reported points.

The following lemma presents our solution for a narrow grid:

Lemma 30 Let N be a set of n′ points with distinct y-coordinates in a 2
√
lgn × n′

grid where n′ ≤ n. Given packed sequences X and Y respectively encoding the x- and

y-coordinates of these points where Y [i] = i for any i ∈ [0, n′ − 1], a data structure

occupying O(n′ lg1/2+ϵ n + w · 2
√
lgn + n′w/2

√
lgn) bits can be constructed in O(n′ +

√
lg n · 2

√
lgn) time to support orthogonal range reporting over N in O(lg lg n + occ)

time, where ϵ is an arbitrary positive constant and occ is the number of reported

points.

Proof. Let b = 22
√
lgn. We need only consider the case in which n′ > b as Lemma 28

applies otherwise. Assume for simplicity that n′ is divisible by b. We divide N into

n′/b subsets, and for each i ∈ [0, n′/b − 1], the ith subset, Ni, contains points in

N whose y-coordinates are in [ib, (i + 1)b − 1]. Let p be a point in Ni. We call its

coordinates (p.x, p.y) global coordinates, while (p.x′, p.y′) = (p.x, p.y mod b) its local

coordinates in Ni; the conversion between global and local coordinates can be done in

constant time. Hence the points in Ni with their local coordinates can be viewed as a

point set in a 2
√
lgn×22

√
lgn grid, and we apply Lemma 28 to construct an orthogonal

range search structure over Ni.

We also define a point set N̂ in a 2
√
lgn × n′/b grid. For each set Ni where

i ∈ [0, n′/b− 1] and each j ∈ [0, 2
√
lgn − 1], we store a point (j, i) in N̂ iff there exists

at least one point in Ni whose x-coordinate is j. Thus the number of points in N̂ is at
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most n′/b× 2
√
lgn = n′/2

√
lgn. We apply Lemma 29 to construct an orthogonal range

search structure over N̂ . In addition, for each i ∈ [0, n′/b−1] and j ∈ [0, 2
√
lgn−1], we

store a list Pi,j storing the local y-coordinates of the points in Ni whose x-coordinates

are equal to j.

Given a query range Q = [x1, x2] × [y1, y2], we first check if ⌊y1/b⌋ is equal to

⌊y2/b⌋. If it is, then the points in the answer to the query reside in the same subset

N⌊y1/b⌋, and we can retrieve these points by performing an orthogonal range query in

N⌊y1/b⌋, which requires O(lg lg n+occ) time by Lemma 28. Otherwise, we decompose

Q into three subranges Q1 = [x1, x2]×[y1, b(⌊y1/b⌋+1)−1], Q2 = [x1, x2]×[b(⌊y1/b⌋+
1), b⌊y2/b⌋ − 1] and Q3 = [x1, x2] × [b⌊y2/b⌋, y2]. The points in N ∩ Q1 and N ∩ Q3

are in N⌊y1/b⌋ and N⌊y2/b⌋, respectively, and by Lemma 28, they can be reported in

O(lg lg n + occ1) and O(lg lg n + occ3) time, respectively, where occ1 = |N ∩ Q1|
and occ3 = |N ∩Q3|. The points in N ∩Q2 are in N⌊y1/b⌋+1, N⌊y1/b⌋+2, . . . , N⌊y2/b⌋−1.

To retrieve them, we first perform an orthogonal range query in N̂ with query range

Q̂ = [x1, x2]× [⌊y1/b⌋+1, ⌊y2/b⌋−1]. Let (x, y) be a point in N̂ ∩ Q̂. The existence of

this point means that is at least one point in Ny ∩Q2 whose x-coordinates are equal

to x; the local y-coordinates of these points are stored in Py,x which we retrieve and

convert to global coordinates. After examining all the points in N̂ ∩ Q̂ and retrieving

their corresponding points in N ∩Q2 in this way, we have computed all the points in

N ∩Q2 in O(lg lg n+occ2) time where occ2 = |N ∩Q2|. The overall query processing

time is thus O(lg lg n+ occ).

To bound the storage costs, by Lemma 28, the orthogonal range reporting struc-

ture over each Ni uses O(22
√
lgn lg1/2+ϵ n+ w · 2

√
lgn) bits. Thus, the range reporting

structures over N0, N1, . . . , Nn/b−1 occupy O((n′/b)× (22
√
lgn lg1/2+ϵ n+w · 2

√
lgn)) =

O(n′ lg1/2+ϵ n + n′w/2
√
lgn) bits. As there are at most n′/2

√
lgn points in N̂ , by

Lemma 29, the range reporting structure for N̂ occupies O(n′ lg1+ϵ n/2
√
lgn) = o(n′)

bits. There are n′ points in all Pi,j’s and each of their local y-coordinates can be

encoded in lg b = 2
√
lg n bits. In addition, each Pi,j requires a pointer to encode

its memory location, so n′/b × 2
√
lgn = n′/2

√
lgn pointers are needed. Therefore, the

total storage cost of all Pi,j’s is O(n′w/2
√
lgn + n′√lg n). Thus the space costs of all

structures add up to O(n′ lg1/2+ϵ n + n′w/2
√
lgn) bits. Note that the above analysis

assumes n′ > b. Otherwise, O(n′ lg1/2+ϵ n + w · 2
√
lgn) bits are needed, so we use
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Figure 5.1: The n′ points are divided into 2
√
lgn × n′/22

√
lgn cells. If the cell (j, i)

has points, we store (j, i) in N̂ . Given a query range Q, it is split into Q1, Q2, and
Q3 three non-overlapping parts.

O(n′ lg1/2+ϵ n+ w · 2
√
lgn + n′w/2

√
lgn) as the space bound on both cases.

Regarding construction time, observe that the point sets N0, N1, . . . , Nn′/b−1 and

N̂ , as well as the sequences P [i, j] for i = 0, 1, . . . , n′/b−1 and j = 0, 1, . . . , 2
√
lgn−1,

can be computed in O(n′) time, when n′ > b. By Lemma 29, the range reporting

structure for N̂ can be built in O(n′/b × lg n) = o(n′) time. Finally, the total con-

struction time of the range reporting structures forN0, N1, . . . , Nn/b−1 is O(n′/22
√
lgn×

(22
√
lgn +

√
lg n × 2

√
lgn)) = O(n′), which dominates the total preprocessing time of

all our data structures. When n′ ≤ b, the construction time is O(n′ +
√
lg n · 2

√
lgn)

by Lemma 28, so we use O(n′ +
√
lg n · 2

√
lgn) as the upper bound on construction

time in both cases.
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5.3 Orthogonal Range Reporting in an n× n Grid

We first describe a solution that is slightly more general, which requires the grid to

be of size σ × n with 2
√
lgn ≤ σ ≤ n, as it will be needed for some applications to be

described later.

Lemma 31 Given a sequence X[0, n− 1] drawn from alphabet [σ] denoting the point

set N = {(X[i], i)|0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1}, a data structure of O(n lg1+ϵ σ + n lg n) bits for

any constant ϵ > 0 can be constructed in O(nlg σ/
√
lg n) time to support orthogonal

range reporting over N in O(lg lg n+ occ) time, where 2
√
lgn ≤ σ ≤ n and occ is the

number of reported points.

Proof. We build a 2
√
lgn-ary wavelet tree T upon X[0, n− 1] with support for ball

inheritance using part (b) of Lemma 22. As in the proof of Lemma 28, for each

internal node v ∈ T , we build a data structure M(v) to support range minimum and

maximum queries over its value array A(v) in constant time using Lemma 7, even

A(v) is not explicitly stored. Recall that A(v) stores the x-coordinates of the ordered

list, N(v), of points from N whose x-coordinates are within the range represented by

v, and these points are ordered by y-coordinate. Furthermore, v is associated with

another sequence S(v) drawn from alphabet [2
√
lgn], in which S(v)[i] encodes the rank

of the child of v that contains N(v)[i] in its ordered list. Let Ŝ(v) denote the point set

{(S(v)[i], i)|0 ≤ i ≤ |S(v)|−1}, and we use Lemma 30 to build a structure supporting

orthogonal range reporting over Ŝ(v).

Given a query range Q = [a, b]× [c, d], we first locate the lowest common ancestor

u of la and lb in constant time, where la and lb denote the a-th and b-th leftmost leaves

of T , respectively. Let ui denote the ith child of u, for any i ∈ [0, 2
√
lgn − 1]. We

first locate two children, ua′ and ub′ , of u that are ancestors of la and lb, respectively.

They can be found in constant time by simple arithmetic as each child of u represents

a range of equal size. Then the answer, Q ∩N , to the query can be partitioned into

three point sets A1 = Q ∩N(va′), A2 = Q ∩ (N(va′+1) ∪N(va′+2) ∪ . . . N(vb′−1)) and

A3 = Q ∩ N(vb′). With O(lg lg n)-time support for noderange and constant-time

support for point and rmq/rMq, we can use the algorithm in the proof of Lemma

28 to perform 3-sided range queries over N(v′a) and N(v′b) to compute A1 ∪ A3 in
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lgn-ary wavelet tree, the query range [a, b]× [c, d] is divided into

three parts: Left, middle, and right. Furthermore, the elements in the middle part is
split into chunks of length 22

√
lgn.
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O(lg lg n + |A1| + |A3|) time. To compute A2, observe that any entry, Ŝ(v)[i], can

be obtained by replacing the x-coordinate of point N(v)[i] with the rank of the child

whose ordered list contains N(v)[i]. Hence, by performing range reporting over Ŝ to

compute S ∩ ([a′+1, b′− 1]× [cv, dv]), where [cv, dv] = noderange(c, d, v), we can find

the set of points in Ŝ(v) corresponding to the points in A2. For each point returned,

we use point to find its original coordinates in N and return it as part of A2. This

process uses O(lg lg n+ |A2|) time. Hence we can compute Q∩N as A1 ∪A2 ∪A3 in

O(lg lg n+ occ) time.

Now we analyze the space costs. The wavelet tree T with support for ball inheri-

tance uses O(n lg1+ϵ σ+n lg n) bits for any positive ϵ. For each internal node v, since

w = Θ(lg n), the data structure for range reporting over Ŝ uses O(|S(u)| lg1/2+ϵ′ n +

2
√
lgn lg n+ |S(u)| lg n/2

√
lgn) bits for any positive ϵ′. This subsumes the cost of stor-

ing M(u) which is O(|S(u)| lg lg n) bits. As T has O(σ/2
√
lgn) internal nodes, the

total cost of storing these structures at all internal nodes is
∑︁

uO(|S(u)| lg1/2+ϵ′ n +

2
√
lgn lg n+ |S(u)| lg n/2

√
lgn) = O(n lg σ/

√
lg n× lg1/2+ϵ′ n+σ lg n) = O(n lg σ lgϵ

′
n+

σ lg n) bits. As lg n ≤ lg2 σ and σ ≤ n, this is bounded by O(n lg1+2ϵ′ σ). Set-

ting ϵ′ = ϵ/2, the space bound turns out to be O(n lg1+ϵ σ) bits. Overall, the data

structures occupy O(n lg1+ϵ σ + n lg n) bits.

Finally, we analyze the construction time. As shown in Lemma 22, T with sup-

port for ball inheritance can be constructed in O(n lg σ/
√
lg n) time. For each in-

ternal node u of T , constructing M(u) and the range reporting structure over Ŝ(v)

requires O(|S(u)| +
√
lg n · 2

√
lgn) time. As T has O(σ/2

√
lgn) internal nodes, these

structures over all internal nodes can be built in
∑︁

u O(|S(u)| +
√
lg n × 2

√
lgn) =

O(n lg σ/
√
lg n + σ

√
lg n) = O(n lg σ/

√
lg n) time as σ ≤ n. The preprocessing time

of all data structures is hence O(n lg σ/
√
lg n).

Our result on points over an n× n gird immediately follows.

Theorem 1 Given a set, N , of n points in rank space, a data structure of O(n lgϵ n)

words for any constant ϵ > 0 can be constructed in O(n
√
lg n) time to support orthog-

onal range reporting in O(lg lg n + occ) time, where occ is the number of reported

points.



Chapter 6

Optimal Orthogonal Range Successor with Fast

Preprocessing

We now design data structures over n points in 2d rank space that support an orthog-

onal range successor query in optimal time and can be constructed fast. Previously,

using a solution to the three-sided next point problem defined in Section 6.1 and ball

inheritance, Zhou [37] solved the orthogonal range successor problem within optimal

query time. As their solution relies on auxiliary structures on a binary wavelet tree,

the preprocessing time requires O(n lg n). Our data structure is constructed upon a

2
√
lgn-ary wavelet tree to reduce the problem in the general case to the three-sided

next point query problem and the orthogonal range successor problem in the special

case in which the points are from a 2
√
lgn×n′ medium narrow grid. Then our solutions

to ball inheritance upon a generalized wavelet tree with high fanout can apply, which

reduces the processing time from O(n lg n) to O(n
√
lg n). We further design data

structures with fast construction time supporting the three-sided next point problem

and the reduced orthogonal range successor problem in the special cases. Hence, we

describe our solutions in this order: in Section 6.1, we introduce the methods to solve

the three sided next point query, and in Section 6.2, we describe our solutions to the

orthogonal range successor problem over a medium narrow and general grid.

6.1 Fast Construction of the Three-Sided Next Point Structures

In this section, we show how to efficiently construct data structures for three-sided

next point queries, defined as follows. Given a set of points, N , of n points in the

rank space, a three-sided next point query is the problem of retrieving the point with

the smallest y-coordinate among all the points in N ∩Q where Q = [a,+∞]× [c, d].

The methods shown in Lemmas 34 and 36 are under the indexing model: after the

construction of the data structure, each query operation needs to access some points

and report them. The point set N itself need not be stored explicitly; it suffices to

45
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provide an operator supporting the access to an arbitrary point of N . The operator is

implemented by point(v, i) from ball inheritance. Our solutions will use the previous

results as follows:

Lemma 32 ([32, Lemma 5]) There exists a data structure of O(n lg3 n)-bit space

constructed upon a set of n points in rank space in O(n lg2 n) time, which supports

three-sided next point query in O(lg lg n) time.

Both Lemmas 33 and 34 are originally designed by Zhou [37]. But they did

not mention the construction time before. Here, we only give the analysis of the

construction time.

Lemma 33 ([37, Lemma 3.2]) Let N be a set of lg3 n points in rank space. Given

packed sequences X and Y respectively encoding the x- and y-coordinates of these

points where Y [i] = i for any i ∈ [0, lg3 n− 1], a data structure using O(lg3 n lg lg n)

bits of space constructed over N in o(lg3 n/
√
lg n) time that answers the three-sided

next point query in O(lg lg n) time. The query procedure requires access to a universal

table of o(n) bits.

Proof. We divide each consecutive lg3/4 n points along y-axis of N into blocks.

The dividing operation can be done in O(lg3 n/ lg3/4 n) = o(lg3 n/
√
lg n) time by

bit-wise operations. As each point requires 6 lg lg n bits of space, each block uses

6 lg lg n × lg3/4 n bits, which are less than a word. From each block, we apply a

universal table U of o(n) bits to retrieve the point with maximum x-coordinate in

constant time. U has an entry for each possible triple (α, β, γ), where α or β is a

packed sequence of length at most lg3/4 n drawn from [lg3 n] denoting the x- or y-

coordinates of the points, respectively, and γ is an integer ∈ [0..(lg3/4 n)−1] denoting

the number of points. This entry stores the point with the maximum x-coordinate

among the point set denoted by α and β. As U has O(2(lg
3/4 n)×(6 lg lgn) × lg3/4 n)

entries and each entry stores a point of 6 lg lg n bits, U uses o(n) bits of space. Let

N̂ denote the set of the selected points and |N̂ | = ⌈lg3 n/ lg3/4 n⌉. We use Lemma

32 to build a data structure DS(N̂) over N̂ for the the three-sided next point query.

The data structure DS(N̂) using O(|N̂ | lg3 |N̂ |) = o(lg3 n) bits of space can be built

in O(|N̂ | lg2 |N̂ |) = O(|N̂ | lg2 lg n) time bounded by o(lg3 n/
√
lg n). Overall, the data
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structure uses O(lg3 n lg lg n + o(lg3 n)) = O(lg3 n lg lg n) bits of space and can be

constructed in o(lg3 n/
√
lg n) time.

Lemma 34 ([37]) Let the sequence A[0..n′ − 1] of distinct elements drawn from [n]

denote a point set N = {(A[i], i)|0 ≤ i ≤ n′ − 1}, where n′ ≤ n. There exists a data

structure using O(n′ lg lg n) bits of extra space constructed over N in O(n′) time that

answers three-sided next point query in O(lg lg n) time and O(1) access to A. The

query procedure requires access to a universal table of o(n) bits.

Proof. We divide N into n′/ lg3 n blocks, and for each i ∈ [0, n′/ lg3 n− 1], the i-th

block, Ni, contains points in N whose y-coordinates are in [i lg3 n, (i + 1) lg3 n − 1].

Assume for simplicity that n′ is divisible by lg3 n. We linearly scan the points of

each block and retrieve the one with maximum x-coordinate from each block. Let N̂

denote the selected points and |N̂ | = n′/ lg3 n. We apply Lemma 32 to build the data

structure DS(N̂) over N̂ for three-sided next point queries. As shown in Lemma 32,

the data structure DS(N̂) uses O(N̂ lg3 N̂) = O(n′) bits of space and can be built in

O(N̂ lg2 N̂) = O(n′/ lg n) time.

We apply the general rank reduction technique [34] to reduce the points of each

block to the rank space, which can be accomplished by sorting the points once with

respect to each of x- and y-coordinate. As there are only polylog(n) points within

each block, it is well-known that an atomic heap [18] can be used to sort them in

linear time. As each point can be encoded in O(lg lg n) bits after rank reduction,

we take linear time to store the x- and y- coordinates of points of each block Ni in

packed sequences X ′(Ni) and Y ′(Ni), respectively. Note that the y-coordinates of

points in Y ′(Ni) denote the in-block indexes. Afterwards, we build data structure

TS(Ni) over X
′(Ni) and Y ′(Ni) of each block Ni by Lemma 33 in o(lg3 n/

√
lg n) time

for three-sided next point query within a block. As each point in N has a distinct

y-coordinate represented by its index j in A[0..n′ − 1], we can use the block index i

and in-block index i′ to compute j, i.e., j = i× lg3 n+ i′, and then apply point(v, j)

to retrieve the original x-coordinate of that point. Thus, we do not need to store the

coordinates of points in N to save space.

As defined above, let Q denote the query range [a,+∞] × [c, d]. When a query

happens upon some block Ni, the query range [a,+∞] along x-axis need to be reduced
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to [â,+∞] in rank space. Before discarding the x-coordinates of points in Ni, we sort

them in linear time using an atomic heap [18]. Let S(Ni) denote the sequence storing

all sorted x-coordinates. If S(Ni) is available at the querying procedure, we can apply

succ(a) over S(Ni) to find â. However, storing S(Ni) will overflow the total space

usage. Instead, all the points of Ni are still sorted by x-coordinate and each point e

after sorting is specified by its in-block index i′ using O(lg lg n) bits of space. As all x-

coordinates are distinct inN , we can use Lemma 16 to build the predecessor/successor

data structure PS(Ni) of O(lg3 n lg lg n) bits in linear time over S(Ni). Afterwards

S(Ni) can be discarded. The succ(a) query can be retrieved in O(lg lg n) time and

O(1) calls to point without storing the sequence S(Ni). For all n
′/ lg3 n blocks, the

data structure can be constructed in O(n′+n′/ lg n+(n′/ lg3 n)× lg3 n+(n′/ lg3 n)×
o(lg3 n/

√
lg n) + (n′/ lg3 n)× lg3 n) = O(n′) time.

More interestingly, when the x- and y-coordinates of the points are stored in

the packed form, we can solve the three-side queries with a data structure built in

sublinear time. Our method requires a fast sorting algorithm for performing rank

reduction over a small set of points. When a sequence of n′ integers from [σ] is

bit packed into O(n′ lg σ/ lg n) words, it can be sorted using a bit-packed version of

mergesort:

Lemma 35 ([1]) A packed sequence A[0..n′−1] from alphabet [σ], where max(σ, n′) ≤
n, can be sorted in O(n′ lg n′lg σ/lg n) time with the help of a universal tables of o(n)

bits.

Note one difference between Lemmas 34 and 36: Lemma 36 allows multiple points

with the same x-coordinate.

Lemma 36 Let N be a set of n′ points with distinct y-coordinates in a 2
√
lgn × n′

grid, where n′ = O(2c
√
lgn) for any constant integer c. Given packed sequences X and

Y respectively encoding the x- and y-coordinates of these points where Y [i] = i for any

i ∈ [0, n′ − 1], a data structure using O(n′ lg lg n) bits of extra space constructed over

N in O(n′ lg lg n/
√
lg n) time that answers three-sided next point query in O(lg lg n)

time and O(1) access to A. The query procedure requires access to a universal table

of o(n) bits.
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Proof. As shown in the proof of Lemma 34, the linear construction time is bounded

by the rank reduction operation and building the predecessor/successor index data

structure upon sorted x-coordinates of points for each block. As the x- and y-

coordinates of each point are encoded with O(
√
lg n) bits and the coordinates of

points are stored in packed sequences, we can sort a block of lg3 n points in O((lg3 n)×
(
√
lg n/lg n) × lg lg n) time by applying Lemma 35. Meanwhile, the predecessor and

successor data structure for each block Ni can be constructed in O(lg3 n/
√
lg n) time

by applying Lemma 15. Overall, the whole data structure over N can be built in

O(n′ lg lg n/
√
lg n) time.

6.2 Fast Construction of the Orthogonal Range Successor Structures

Now we consider the solution of the orthogonal range successor problem with optimal

time. We describe our solution first for a small narrow grid of size lg1/4×n′, then for

a medium narrow grid of size 2
√
lgn × n′, and finally for an n× n grid. Every step in

our construction relies on the previous one.

6.2.1 Orthogonal Range Successor Queries in a Small Narrow Grid

First, we consider a special case such that the number of points is less than lg n.

Lemma 37 Let N be a set of n′ points with distinct y-coordinates in a lg1/4 n×n′ grid

where n′ < lg n. Given packed sequences X and Y respectively encoding the x- and

y-coordinates of these points where Y [i] = i for any i ∈ [0, n′ − 1], a data structure of

O(n′ lg lg n) bits can be built in o(n′/
√
lg n) time over N to answer orthogonal range

successor query in O(1) time. The query procedure requires access to a universal table

of o(n) bits.

Proof. When n′ ≤ lg3/4 n, we can apply a universal table U of o(n) bits to retrieve

in constant time the point with the smallest y-coordinate in the query range. U

has an entry for each possible set (α, β, γ, a′, b′, c′, d′), where α (or β, respectively)

is a packed sequence of length at most lg3/4 n drawn from [lg1/4 n] (or [lg3/4 n], re-

spectively) denoting the x-coordinate (or y-coordinate, respectively), γ is an integer
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in [0..(lg3/4 n) − 1] denoting the number of points, and a′, b′, c′, d′ each is an inte-

ger in [0, (lg n) − 1] and all together denotes the query range. This entry stores the

point with the smallest y-coordinate in the point set denoted by α and β. As U has

O(2(lg
3/4 n)×(lg lgn) × lg3/4 n × lg4 n) entries and each entry stores a point of at most

lg lg n bits, U uses o(n) bits of space.

Assume for simplicity that n′ is divisible by lg3/4 n. We divide N into n′/ lg3/4 n

subsets, and for each i ∈ [0, n′/ lg3/4 n− 1], the i-th subset, Ni, contains points in N

whose y-coordinates are in [i lg3/4 n, ((i + 1) lg3/4 n) − 1]. The division of N into Ni

can be implemented in O(n′/ lg3/4 n) time using bitwise operations. We also define a

point set N̂ in a lg1/4 n×n′ grid. For each set Ni where i ∈ [0, n′/ lg3/4 n−1] and each

j ∈ [0, lg1/4 n− 1], if there exists at least one point in Ni whose x-coordinate is j, we

store the one with the smallest y-coordinate among them in N̂ . Thus the number of

points in N̂ is at most n′/ lg3/4 n×lg1/4 n = n′/
√
lg n <

√
lg n. As each block of points

occupies in total (1/4 lg lg n+lg n′)×lg3/4 n bits, creating points for N̂ from each block

can be implemented inO(1) time with a universal table U ′ of o(n) bits. U ′ has an entry

for each possible triple (α, β, γ), where α (or β, respectively) is a packed sequence

of length at most lg3/4 n drawn from [lg1/4 n] (or [(lg n) − 1], respectively) denoting

the x-coordinates (or y-coordinates, respectively), and γ is an integer ∈ [0..(lg3/4 n)]

denoting the number of points. This entry stores a packed sequence of at most lg1/4 n

points for N̂ occupying at most (lg1/4 n) × (1/4 lg lg n + lg lg n) bits. Similar to the

universal table U , U ′ uses o(n) bits. Therefore, constructing N̂ takes O(n′/ lg3/4 n)

time. Obviously, storing all the points in N and N̂ occupies O(n′ lg lg n) bits of space

in total.

Let Q = [a, b] × [c, d] denote the query range and Ni, ..., Nj denote the blocks

intersecting the range [c, d] such that i = ⌊c/ lg3/4 n⌋ and j = ⌊d/ lg3/4 n⌋. If i = j,

then the query range Q is within a single block and we can apply U to retrieve the

answer in constant time. Otherwise, we sequentially check Bi ∩ Q, (Bi+1 ∪ Bi+2 ∪
... ∪ Bj−1) ∩ Q, Bj ∩ Q, and stop querying once the lowest point is retrieved. The

second case can also be answered in constant time by querying over U with the range

N̂ ∩ [a, b]× [i× b+ b, j × b]. Overall, the query time is O(1).

Next, we consider the orthogonal range successor problem over a larger number

of points.
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Lemma 38 Given packed sequence X[0..n′ − 1] drawn from [lg1/4 n] denote a point

set N = {(A[i], i)|0 ≤ i ≤ n′−1}, where n′ ≤ n, a data structure of O(n′ lg2 lg n+w×
lg1/4 n) bits can be built in O(n′/

√
lg n) time over N to answer an orthogonal range

successor query in O(lg lg n) time. The query procedure requires access to a universal

table of o(n) bits.

Proof. Lemma 37 already achieves this result for n′ < lg n, so it suffices to consider

the case n′ ≥ lg n in the rest of the proof.

We construct a binary wavelet tree T upon X[0..n′ − 1] by Lemma 2 together

with the value array A(v) in packed form at each node v and the bit sequence S(v)

if v is an internal node. Recall that A(v) stores the x-coordinates of the ordered list,

N(v), of points from N whose x-coordinates are within the range represented by v,

and these points are ordered by y-coordinate. The tree T has ⌈1/4 lg lg n⌉ + 1 levels

and lg1/4 n nodes. Over the sequences associated with each internal node u, we build

the following data structures:

• RKds(u) supports O(1)-time rank queries over A(u) by Lemma 8;

• SLds(u) supports O(1)-time select queries over A(u) by Lemma 11;

• Bds(u) supports O(1)-time rank queries over S(u) by Lemma 10.

As shown in Lemma 2, T uses O(n′ lg2 lg n + w × lg1/4 n) bits of space and

can be constructed in O(n′ lg2 lg n/ lg n + lg1/4 n) = o(n′/
√
lg n) time as n′ ≥ lg n.

Both RKds(u) and SLds(u) use O(|A(u)| lg lg n) bits of space, while Bds(u) only re-

quires o(|S(u)|) bits of space. As there are ⌈1/4 lg lg n⌉ non-leaf levels in T and

n′ elements across each level, all data structures RKds(u), SLds(u) and Bds(u) use

O(n′ lg2 lg n) bits. ConstructingRKds(u) takesO(|A(u)| lg lg n/ lg n+1) time, SLds(u)

uses O(|A(u)| lg2 lg n/ lg n+lg1/4 n) time to build, and it takes O(|S(u)|/ lg n+1) time

to build Bds(u). As T has less than lg1/4 n internal nodes, the overall construction

time for these data structures is
∑︁

u(O(|A(u)| lg lg n/ lg n+1)+O(|A(u)| lg2 lg n/ lg n+
lg1/4 n)+O(|S(u)|/ lg n+1)) = O(n′ lg3 lg n/ lg n+

√
lg n) = O(n′/

√
lg n) as n′ ≥ lg n.

Therefore, this data structure requires O(n′ lg2 lg n + w × lg1/4 n) bits of space and

takes O(n′/
√
lg n) time to construct. With RKds(u) and SLds(u), we can implement
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the operation point(u, i) in constant time. Let r denote the root node and we have,

point(u, i) = (A(u)[i], selectA(u)[i](A(r), rankA(u)[i](A(u), i)))

Given a query range Q = [a, b]× [c, d], we first locate the lowest common ancestor

v of la and lb in constant time, where la and lb denote the a-th and b-th leftmost

leaves of T , respectively. Let πa and πb denote the paths from v to the a-th leaf and

from a to the b-th leaf respectively. For each node u on πa we mark the right child

of u if it exists and is not on the path πa. For each node u on πb we mark the left

child of u if it exists and is not on the path πb. In addition, we mark the a-th and

b-th leaves. The points on the marked node have the x-coordinate in the range [a, b].

As the height of T is O(lg lg n), there are in total O(lg lg n) marked nodes.

The points at all marked nodes within the query range Q can be identified in

total O(lg lg n) time. Let [cv, dv] denote the range such that I(v)[cv..dv] within [c, d].

Recall that I(v) is the index array that is not explicitly stored in our data structure.

Clearly, the range [cv, dv] can be retrieved by answering rank query over S(u) where

u is the parent of v, i.e., [cv, dv] = [rank0(S(u), cu), rank0(S(u), du)] if v is the left

child of u. Otherwise, [cv, dv] = [rank1(S(u), cu), rank1(S(u), du)]. As we move down

the path from the root node to the a-th leaf (b-th leaf, respectively), we answer rank

queries at the visited nodes. If a marked node v is identified, we can find the index

range [cv, dv] by rank queries over the bit sequence S(u) where u is the parent of v.

Obviously, within each marked node v the point represented by (A(v)[cv], I(v)[cv])

carries the “locally” smallest y-coordinate in Q, where

I(v)[cv] = selectA(v)[cv ](A(r), rankA(v)[cv ](A(v), cv))

Therefore, the lowest point in Q can be retrieved by comparing the O(lg lg n) locally

lowest points at all marked nodes. Overall, the query time is O(lg lg n).

6.2.2 Orthogonal Range Successor Queries in a Medium Narrow Grid

Our solution for points in a 2
√
lgn × n′ grid for any 2

√
lgn ≤ n′ ≤ n uses the following

previous result:
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Lemma 39 ([37, Theorem 3.3]) There exists a data structure of O(n lg n lg lg n)

bits constructed upon a set of n points in rank space in O(n lg n) time that answers

orthogonal range successor queries in O(lg lg n) time.

The following lemma presents our solution for a medium narrow grid.

Lemma 40 Let N be a set of n′ points with distinct y-coordinates in a 2
√
lgn×n′ grid

where 2
√
lgn ≤ n′ ≤ 22

√
lgn. Given packed sequences X and Y respectively encoding

the x- and y-coordinates of these points where Y [i] = i for any i ∈ [0, n′ − 1], a data

structure of O(n′√lg n lg lg n+w× 2
√
lgn) bits can be built over N in O(n′ + 2

√
lgn ×

√
lg n/ lg lg n) time to answer an orthogonal range successor query in O(lg lg n) time.

The query procedure requires access to a universal table of o(n) bits.

Proof. We build a lg1/4-ary wavelet tree T upon X[0, n′ − 1] and Y [0, n′ − 1] with

support for ball inheritance using Lemma 23. Recall that each node u of T is asso-

ciated with (but does not explicitly store) the value array A(u) and the index array

I(u), in which A(u) and I(u) store the x- and y-coordinates of the ordered list, N(u),

of points from N whose x-coordinates are within the range represented by u, and

these points are ordered by y-coordinate. Furthermore, u is associated with another

sequence S(u) drawn from alphabet [lg1/4 n], in which S(u)[i] encodes the rank of

the child of u that contains N(u)[i] in its ordered list. Let Ŝ(u) denote the point

set {(S(u)[i], i)|0 ≤ i ≤ |S(u)| − 1}, and we use Lemma 38 to build a structure

RSds(u) supporting orthogonal range successor queries over Ŝ(u). Let N̂(u) denote

the point set N̂(u) = {(A(u)[i], i)|0 ≤ i ≤ |A(u)|−1}, and we use Lemma 36 to build

a structure TSds(u) supporting three sided next point queries over N̂(u). Note that

as shown in Lemma 23, both point(v, i) and noderange(c, d, v) can be answered in

O(lg lg n) time on T .

Given a query range Q = [a, b]× [c, d], we first locate the lowest common ancestor

v of la and lb in constant time, where la and lb denote the a-th and b-th leftmost leaves

of T , respectively. Let vi denote the i-th child of v, for any i ∈ [0, lg1/4 n−1]. We first

locate two children, va′ and vb′ , of v that are ancestors of la and lb, respectively. They

can be found in constant time by simple arithmetic as each child of v represents a range

of equal size. Then the answer, Q∩N , to the query can be reduced to retrieving the

lowest point among three point sets A1 = Q∩N(va′), A2 = Q∩(N(va′+1)∪N(va′+2)∪
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. . . N(vb′−1)) and A3 = Q∩N(vb′). To find the lowest point in A1, we need only retrieve

the point p′1 with the smallest y-coordinate in [a,+∞]× [cva′ , dva′ ] where [cva′ , dva′ ] =

noderange(c, d, va′) and then use point(va′ , p
′
1.y) to find its original coordinates p1

in N . The point p′1 can be found by querying over TSds(u) in O(lg lg n) time using

the algorithm shown in the proof of Lemma 36. With O(lg lg n)-time support for

noderange and point, p1 can be retrieved in O(lg lg n) time. Similarly, we can find

the lowest point p3 in A3 in O(lg lg n) time. To compute A2, observe that any entry,

Ŝ(v)[i], can be obtained by replacing the x-coordinate of point N(v)[i] with the rank

of the child whose ordered list contains N(v)[i]. Hence, by performing an orthogonal

range successor query over RSds(v) to compute Ŝ(v) ∩ ([a′ + 1, b′ − 1] × [cv, dv]),

where [cv, dv] = noderange(c, d, v), we can find in O(lg lg n) time the lowest point p′2

in Ŝ(v)∩([a′+1, b′−1]×[cv, dv]). Again, we use point to find its original coordinates p2

in N . Obviously, the lowest point in Q∩N is the point with the smallest y-coordinate

among p1, p2, and p3. Therefore, the overall query time required is O(lg lg n).

Now we analyze the space costs. The wavelet tree T with support for ball inheri-

tance uses O(n′√lg n lg lg n+w×2
√
lgn) bits by Lemma 23. For each internal node u,

RSds(u) over Ŝ(u) uses O(|S(u)| lg2 lg n+w×lg1/4 n) bits of space as shown in Lemma

38. This subsumes the cost of storing TSds(u) over N̂(u), which is O(|S(u)| lg lg n)
bits. As T has O(2

√
lgn/ lg1/4 n) internal nodes and 4

√
lg n/ lg lg n tree levels, the

total cost of storing these structures at all internal nodes is
∑︁

u O(|S(u)| lg2 lg n +

w × lg1/4 n) = O(n′√lg n lg lg n + w × 2
√
lgn) bits of space. Therefore, all the data

structures occupy O(n′√lg n lg lg n+ w × 2
√
lgn) bits of space.

Finally, we analyze the construction time. As shown in Lemma 23, T with

support for ball inheritance can be constructed in O(n′ + 2
√
lgn ×

√
lg n/ lg lg n)

time. At each internal node u of T , constructing TSds(u) requires O(|A(u)|/
√
lg n×

lg lg n+ 1) time using the algorithm in the proof of Lemma 36 and RSds(v) requires

O(|S(u)|/
√
lg n + 1) time by Lemma 38. As T has

√
lg n/(1/4 lg lg n) non-leaf lev-

els and O(2
√
lgn/ lg1/4 n) internal nodes, these structures over all internal nodes can

be built in
∑︁

u O(|A(u)|/
√
lg n × lg lg n + 1) = O(n′) time. Therefore, the overall

construction time is O(n′ + 2
√
lgn ×

√
lg n/ lg lg n).

Lemma 41 Let N be a set of n′ points with distinct y-coordinates in a 2
√
lgn × n′

grid where 2
√
lgn ≤ n′ ≤ n. Given packed sequences X and Y respectively encoding
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the x- and y-coordinates of these points where Y [i] = i for any i ∈ [0, n′ − 1], a

data structure of O(n′√lg n lg lg n+ w(n′/2
√
lgn + 2

√
lgn)) bits can be built over N in

O(n′ +
√
lg n · 2

√
lgn/ lg lg n) time to answer an orthogonal range successor query in

O(lg lg n) time. The query procedure requires access to a universal table of o(n) bits.

Proof. Let b denote 22
√
lgn. We need only consider the case in which n′ > b as

Lemma 40 applies otherwise. Assume for simplicity that n′ is divisible by b. We

divide N into n′/b subsets, and for each i ∈ [0, n′/b− 1], the ith subset, Ni, contains

the points in N whose y-coordinates are in [ib, (i+ 1)b− 1]. The dividing procedure

can be performed in linear time. Let p be a point in Ni. We call its coordinates

(p.x, p.y) global coordinates, while (p.x′, p.y′) = (p.x, p.y mod b) its local coordinates in

Ni; the conversion between global and local coordinates can be done in constant time.

Hence the points in Ni with their local coordinates can be viewed as a point set in a

2
√
lgn × 22

√
lgn grid, and we apply Lemma 40 to construct an orthogonal range search

structure RS(Ni) over Ni. We also define a point set N̂ in a 2
√
lgn×n′ grid. For each

set Ni where i ∈ [0, n′/b − 1] and each j ∈ [0, 2
√
lgn − 1], if there exists at least one

point in Ni whose x-coordinate is j, we store the one among them with the smallest

y-coordinate in N̂ . Thus the number of points in N̂ is at most 2
√
lgn×n′/b = n′/2

√
lgn.

Finally, we build the data structure RŜds for orthogonal range successor over N̂ by

Lemma 39.

Given a query range Q = [x1, x2] × [y1, y2], we first check if ⌊y1/b⌋ is equal to

⌊y2/b⌋. If it is, then the points in the answer to the query reside in the same subset

N⌊y1/b⌋, and we can retrieve the lowest point e by performing an orthogonal range

successor query in N⌊y1/b⌋ ∩ Q, which requires O(lg lg n) time by Lemma 40. Then

we retrieve its original coordinates in N , which is (e.x, b⌊y1/b⌋+ e.y). Otherwise, let

Ns, . . . , Ne denote the blocks interacting [y1, y2], where s = ⌊y1/b⌋ and e = ⌊y2/b⌋.
We sequentially look for the lowest point in A1 = Ns ∩ [x1, x2] × [y1 mod b,+∞],

A2 = (Ns+1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ne−1) ∩ [x1, x2] × [−∞,+∞], and A3 = Ne ∩ [x1, x2] × [0, y2

mod b]. Once a point e is returned, we retrieve the original coordinates of e in N and

terminate the the query procedure. The lowest point in A1 or A3 can be answered in

O(lg lg n) time by Lemma 40. It remains to find the lowest point in A2, which can be

implemented by querying in O(lg lg n) time over N̂ for the lowest point in Q using
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Lemma 39. Overall, the query procedure requires O(lg lg n) time.

To bound the storage costs, by Lemma 40, the orthogonal range successor struc-

ture over each Ni uses O(22
√
lgn lg lg n + w · 2

√
lgn) bits. Thus, the orthogonal range

successor structures overN0, N1, . . . , Nn′/b−1 occupyO((n′/b)×(22
√
lgn

√
lg n lg lg n+w·

2
√
lgn)) = O(n′√lg n lg lg n+n′w/2

√
lgn) bits. As there are at most n′/2

√
lgn points in

N̂ , by Lemma 39, the range successor structure for N̂ occupiesO(n′ lg lg n lg n/2
√
lgn) =

o(n′) bits. Thus the space costs of all structures add up to O(n′√lg n lg lg n +

n′w/2
√
lgn) bits. Note that the above analysis assumes n′ > b. Otherwise, the

data structure uses O(n′√lg n lg lg n + w2
√
lgn) bits, so we use O(n′√lg n lg lg n +

w(n′/2
√
lgn + 2

√
lgn)) bits as the space bound in both cases.

Regarding construction time, observe that the point sets N0, N1, . . . , Nn′/b−1 and

N̂ , can be computed in O(n′) time. By Lemma 39, The range successor structure for

N̂ can be built in O(n′/b× lg n′) = o(n′) time. Finally, the total construction time of

the range successor structures for N0, N1, . . . , Nn/b−1 is O(n′/22
√
lgn×(22

√
lgn+

√
lg n×

2
√
lgn/ lg lg n)) = O(n′), which dominates the total preprocessing time of all our data

structures. When n′ ≤ b, the construction time is O(n′ +
√
lg n · 2

√
lgn/ lg lg n) by

Lemma 40, so we use O(n′+
√
lg n ·2

√
lgn/ lg lg n) as the upper bound on construction

time in both cases.

6.2.3 Orthogonal Range Successor Queries in an n× n Grid

The following theorem presents our result on fast construction of structures for opti-

mal range successor.

Theorem 2 Given n points in rank space, a data structure of O(n lg lg n) words can

be constructed in O(n
√
lg n) time to support orthogonal range successor in O(lg lg n)

time. The query procedure requires access to a universal table of o(n) bits.

Proof. Let the sequence X[0, n − 1] denote the point set N = {(X[i], i)|0 ≤ i ≤
n − 1}. We build a 2

√
lgn-ary wavelet tree T upon X[0, n − 1] with support for ball

inheritance using part (a) of Lemma 22. Recall that each node u of T is associated

with the value array A(u) and the index array I(u) (these arrays are not stored

explicitly); A(u) and I(u) contain the x- and y-coordinates of N(u), where N(u) is
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the list of points from N whose x-coordinates are within the range of u, and points in

N(u) are ordered by their y-coordinates. Furthermore, u is associated with another

sequence S(u) drawn from alphabet [2
√
lgn], in which S(u)[i] encodes the rank of the

child of u that contains N(u)[i] in its ordered list. Let Ŝ(u) denote the point set

{(S(u)[i], i)|0 ≤ i ≤ |S(u)| − 1}, and we use Lemma 41 to build a structure RSds(u)

supporting orthogonal range successor queries over Ŝ(u). Let N̂(u) denote the point

set N̂(u) = {(A(u)[i], i)|0 ≤ i ≤ |A(u)|−1}, and we use Lemma 34 to build a structure

TSds(u) supporting three sided next point queries over N̂(u). The query procedure

is exactly the same as in the proof of Lemma 40 and requires O(lg lg n) time.

Now we analyze the space usage. The wavelet tree T with support for ball inheri-

tance uses O(n lg n lg lg n) bits. For each internal node u, since w = Θ(lg n), RSds(u)

over Ŝ(u) uses space in bits:

O(|S(u)|
√︁

lg n lg lg n+(|S(u)|/2
√
lgn+2

√
lgn) lg n) = O(|S(u)|

√︁
lg n lg lg n+2

√
lgn lg n)

This subsumes the cost of storing TSds(u) over N̂(u), which is O(|S(u)| lg lg n) bits.
As T has O(n/2

√
lgn) internal nodes, the total cost of storing these structures at all

internal nodes is
∑︁

u O(|S(u)|
√
lg n lg lg n+ lg n× 2

√
lgn) = O(n lg n lg lg n+n lg n) =

O(n lg n lg lg n) bits of space. Therefore, all the data structures occupyO(n lg n lg lg n)

bits of space.

Finally, we analyze the construction time. As shown in part (a) of Lemma 22, the

tree T with ball inheritance structures can be constructed in O(n
√
lg n) time. For

each internal node u of T , TSds(u) can be constructed in linear time and RSds(v) can

be constructed in O(|S(v)|+2
√
lgn×

√
lg n/ lg lg n) time. As T has O(n/2

√
lgn) internal

nodes, these structures over all internal nodes can be built in
∑︁

uO(|S(v)|+ 2
√
lgn ×

√
lg n/ lg lg n) = O(n

√
lg n + n

√
lg n/ lg lg n) = O(n

√
lg n) time. The preprocessing

time of all data structures is thus O(n
√
lg n).



Chapter 7

Optimal Orthogonal Sorted Range Reporting with Fast

Preprocessing

In this section we study the orthogonal sorted range reporting problem over n points

in 2d rank space. In our methods for three-sided sorted reporting and orthogonal

sorted range reporting problems, we adopt the same strategy as shown in Chapter 6

which is to reduce a big point set N into blocks of small point sets and sample several

special points from each block. Both three-sided sorted reporting and orthogonal

sorted range reporting queries over a block will take O(lg lg n+ occ) time. However,

the points in the query range are possibly distributed among different blocks. As the

lg lg n-term might subsumes the number of reported points from some block, we can

not afford the lg lg n-term in the query time unless there are at least lg lg n points

reported from that block. In this way, the lg lg n-term can be dismissed.

For the three-sided next point problem with the query range [a,+∞] × [c, d], we

sample the point with the maximum x-coordinate of each block. Then for its coun-

terpart problem three-sided sorted reporting, we need to sample lg lg n points with

largest x-coordinates from each block. Similarly, for the orthogonal range succes-

sor problem, we sample the points from each block with the smallest y-coordinate

for each distinct x-coordinate. Then for its counterpart problem, we need to sam-

ple the points from each block with lg lg n smallest y-coordinate for each distinct

x-coordinates. This sample strategy makes sure that if the number of points reported

from the sampled point set that belongs to the same block B is less than lg lg n, all

the points in B ∩ Q have been reported from the query over the sampled point set,

where Q denote the query range. Otherwise, there are at least lg lg n points in B∩Q,

and we can afford to query over the data structure built upon B.

Given the same query range, an answer to the orthogonal range successor is always

the first point reported among the reported points from the orthogonal sorted range

58
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reporting query. Our methods between the orthogonal range successor and orthog-

onal sorted range reporting are almost the same, apart from the sampling strategy

described above. In addition, our data structures can work in an online fashion: points

within the query range Q are reported in ascending order of x- or y-coordinates until

the query procedure is terminated or all the points in Q are reported.

7.1 Fast Construction of the Three-Sided Sorted Reporting Structures

Now, we show how to efficiently construct data structures for three-sided sorted

reporting. Let N be a set of n points in 2d rank space. Given a query range

Q = [a,+∞] × [c, d], we define three-sided sorted reporting query to be the prob-

lem of reporting points in N ∩ Q in increasing order of y-coordinates. The methods

to be shown in Lemmas 44 and 45 are under the indexing model. The following

previous results will be adopted in our method:

Lemma 42 ([32, Lemma 5]) There exists a data structure of O(n lg3 n)-bit space

constructed upon a set of n points in 2d rank space in O(n lg2 n) time, which supports

three-sided reporting query in O(lg lg n+ occ) time, where occ denotes the number of

reported points.

Lemma 43 ([32]) Let N be a set of lg3 n points in rank space. Given packed se-

quences X and Y respectively encoding the x- and y-coordinates of these points where

Y [i] = i for any i ∈ [0, lg3 n − 1], a data structure using O(lg3 n lg lg n) bits of space

constructed over N in o(lg3 n/
√
lg n) time that answers the three-sided sorted report-

ing query in O(lg lg n+occ) time. The query algorithm requires access to a universal

table of o(n) bits.

Proof. The proof is similar to the one shown in Lemma 33. We construct almost

the same data structure, apart from that upon the sampled point N̂ from each block,

we build data structure DS(N̂) for three-sided sorted reporting by Lemma 42. Let

Q = [a,+∞] × [c, d] denote the query range, and Ns and Ne denote the blocks

containing c and d, where s = ⌊c/ lg3/4 n⌋ and e = ⌊d/ lg3/4 n⌋. If e is equal to s, then

the points in the answer to the query reside in the same subset Ns, and we can retrieve

the target points in constant time by performing lookups with a universal table U
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of o(n) bits. U has an entry for each possible set (α, β, γ, a′, b′, c′, d′), where α or β

is a packed sequence of length at most lg3/4 n drawn from [lg3 n] denoting the x- or

y-coordinates of the points, γ is an integer ∈ [0..(lg3/4 n)− 1] denoting the number of

points, and a′, b′, c′, d′ each is an integer ∈ [0.. lg3 n−1] such that all a′, b′, c′, d′ together

denote the query range. This entry stores a sorted point set of γ points in the range

[a′, b′]× [c′, d′]. As U has O(2(lg
3/4 n)×(6 lg lgn)× lg3×4 n× lg3/4 n) entries and each entry

stores a point set of at most (6 lg lg n)×lg3/4 n bits, U uses o(n) bits of space. If s < e,

we sequentially check A1 = Ns ∩Q, A2 = (Ns+1 ∪ · · · ∪Ne−1)∩ [a,+∞]× [−∞,+∞],

and A3 = Ne∩Q, and report points in increasing order of y-coordinates in each of the

three cases. Among them, points in A1 and A3 can be reported in constant time by

performing lookups with U . It remains to report point in A2. We query over DS(N̂)

in O(lg lg n + occ′) time and retrieve all the blocks that each contains at least one

point in Q, where occ′ is the number of blocks reported and occ′ ≤ occ. For each

reported block B, we report points by performing lookups with U . Overall, the query

time is O(lg lg n+ occ).

Lemma 44 ([32]) Let the sequence A[0..n′ − 1] of distinct elements drawn from [n]

denote a point set N = {(A[i], i)|0 ≤ i ≤ n′ − 1}, where n′ ≤ n. There exists a

data structure using O(n′ lg lg n) bits of extra space constructed over N in O(n′) time

that answers a three-sided sorted reporting query in O(lg lg n + t × occ) time, given

that reporting the x/y-coordinate of a certain point of A takes O(t) time after the

construction of the data structure. The query procedure requires access to a universal

table of o(n) bits.

Proof. The proof is similar to the one shown in Lemma 34. We divide the points

along y-axis of N into blocks of length lg3 n each. Within each block, we retrieve the

⌈lg lg n⌉ points with largest x-coordinates into the point set N̂ . The capacity of N̂ is

⌈n′/ lg3 n⌉× ⌈lg lg n⌉. We build in O(|N̂ | lg2 |N̂ |) = O(n′ lg2 n′/ lg3 n× lg lg n) = o(n′)

time the data structure DS(N̂) of O(|N̂ | lg3 |N̂ |) = o(n′) bits for three-sided sorted

reporting by Lemma 42. Over each block Ni of points in rank space, we build in

o(lg3 n/
√
lg n) time the data structure TS(Ni) of O(lg3 n lg lg n) bits of space for

three-sided reporting by Lemma 43. The remaining data structures to be built are

all the same as the proof of Lemma 34.
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Let Q = [a,+∞] × [c, d] denote the query range, and Ns and Ne denote the

blocks containing c and d, respectively. If s is equal to e, we perform succ(a)

over the index data structure of sorted x-coordinates of points from Ns to retrieve

â in rank space and perform a three-sided sorted reporting query in Ns × [â,+∞]×
[c mod lg3 n, d mod lg3 n], which requires O(lg lg n+ t · occ) time by Lemma 43. Note

that once a point e is reported from a block, we can compute its original y-coordinate

by i× lg3 n+ e.y, where i denotes the block index. Then, we can retrieve its original

x-coordinate by the computed y-coordinate. We dismiss the details here, but assume

that the original x- and y-coordinates of e can be retrieved in O(t) time. Other-

wise, we sequentially report points from A1 = Ns ∩ [a,+∞] × [c mod lg3 n,+∞],

A2 = (Ns+1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ne−1) ∩ [a,+∞] × [−∞,+∞], and A3 = Ns ∩ [a,+∞] × [0, d

mod lg3 n]. We first take O(lg lg n + t · occ1) time to report points in A1 following

the similar way as we did when s = e, where occ1 = |A1|. Then, we query over

DS(N̂) for points in A2. If there are consecutive ⌈lg lg n⌉ points reported from the

same block Ni, it means that there are at least ⌈lg lg n⌉ points in Ni ∩ Q′, where

Q′ = Ni∩ [a,+∞]× [−∞,+∞] and s < i < e. Then we query over the data structure

TS(Ni) for points in Ni ∩ Q′ in O(lg lg n + t · occi) = O(t · occi) time, where occi

denotes the number of points in Ni ∩Q′. If some block Ni contains less than ⌈lg lg n⌉
points in Ni ∩Q, then all the points in Ni ∩Q are reported when performing queries

over DS(N̂) and we do not need to check TS(Ni). Thus reporting points in A2 re-

quires O(lg lg n + t · occ2) time, where occ2 = |A2|. Finally, we query over TS(Ne)

for points in A3 using O(lg lg n+ t · occ3) time. Overall, the points in N ∩Q can be

reported in increasing order of y-coordinates in O(lg lg n+ t · occ) time.

More interestingly, when the x- and y-coordinates of the points are stored in the

packed form, we can solve the three-sided sorted reporting with a data structure built

in sublinear time. Here, we allow the point set N to have duplicated x-coordinates.

Lemma 45 Let N be a set of n′ points with distinct y-coordinates in a 2
√
lgn × n′

grid, where n′ = O(2c
√
lgn) for any constant integer c. Given packed sequences X and

Y respectively encoding the x- and y-coordinates of these points where Y [i] = i for

any i ∈ [0, n′ − 1], a data structure using O(n′ lg lg n) bits of extra space constructed

over N in O(n′/
√
lg n× lg lg n) time that answers a three-sided sorted reporting query

in O(lg lg n+t×occ) time, given that reporting x/y-coordinate of a certain point of A
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takes O(t) time after construction. The query procedure requires access to a universal

table of o(n) bits.

Proof. The proof is similar to the one shown in Lemma 36.

7.2 Fast Construction of Orthogonal Sorted Range Reporting

Structures

Let N be a set of n points in 2d rank space. Given a query range Q = [a, b]× [c, d],

we define the orthogonal sorted range reporting to be the problem of reporting points

in N ∩ Q in increasing order of y-coordinates. In this subsection, we consider the

orthogonal range queries in three different cases: on a lg1/4×n′ small narrow grid, on

a 2
√
lgn × n′ medium narrow grid, and eventually on an n× n grid.

7.2.1 Orthogonal Sorted Range Reporting on a Small Narrow Grid

First, we consider a special case such that the number of points is less than lg n.

Lemma 46 Let N be a set of n′ points with distinct y-coordinates in a lg1/4 n × n′

grid, where n′ < lg n. Given packed sequences X and Y respectively encoding the x-

and y-coordinates of these points where Y [i] = i for any i ∈ [0, n′−1], a data structure

of O(n′ lg lg n) bits can be built in o(n′/
√
lg n) time over N to answer orthogonal sorted

range reporting in O(occ) time, where occ is the number of the reported points. The

query procedure requires access to a universal table of o(n) bits.

Proof. The data structure for orthogonal range successor queries shown in Lemma

37 can also be used for sorted range reporting queries. Therefore, we only show the

query algorithm. Let Q = [a, b] × [c, d] denotes the query range, and Ns and Ne

denote the block contain c and d, respectively. We sequentially check A1 = Ns ∩ Q,

A2 = (Ns+1 ∪ · · · ∪Ne−1)∩Q and A3 = Ne ∩Q and report points in increasing order

of y-coordinates. Both points in A1 and A3 can be reported in constant time with a

universal table U of o(n) bits, similar to U in the proof of Lemma 43. As N̂ has at

most
√
lg n of points, querying over N̂ can be also achieved by performing lookups

with U . To report points in A2, we query over N̂ to find all blocks that contains at
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least one point in the query range. Then we iterate each reported block from left to

right, and report the target points in increasing order of y-coordinates. Overall, the

query time is O(occ).

Next, we give the method for a point set with any number of points. As the

data structure show in the proof of Lemma 38 can be used for both orthogonal range

successor and sorted range reporting, we only show the query algorithm for orthogonal

sorted range reporting in the proof of the following Lemma:

Lemma 47 Let the packed sequence A[0..n′ − 1] drawn from [lg1/4 n] denote a point

set N = {(A[i], i)|0 ≤ i ≤ n′ − 1}, where n′ ≤ n. A data structure of O(n′ lg2 lg n +

w× lg1/4 n) bits can be built in O(n′/
√
lg n) time over N to answer orthogonal sorted

range reporting in O(lg lg n + occ) time, where occ is the number of the reported

points. The query procedure requires access to a universal table of o(n) bits.

Proof. Lemma 46 already subsumes this lemma when n′ < lg n, so it suffices to

assume that n′ ≥ lg n in the rest of the proof.

Let Q = [a, b] × [c, d] denote the query range and πa/πb denote the path from

lca(a, b) to a/b-th leaf, where lca(a, b) denotes the lowest common ancestor of the

a-th and b-th leaves. For each node u on πa we mark the right child of u if it exists

and it does not stay on the path πa. For each node u on πb we mark the left child of

u if it exists and it does not stay on the path πb. In addition, we mark the a-th and

b-th leaves. The points on the marked node have the x-coordinate in the range [a, b].

As the height of T is O(lg lg n), there are in total O(lg lg n) marked nodes.

The points at all marked nodes within the query range Q can be identified

in O(lg lg n) time in total. Let [cv, dv] denote the range such that I(v)[cv..dv] is

within [c, d]. Recall that I(v) is an index sequence associated with (but not explic-

itly stored at) each node v. Clearly, the range [cv, dv] can be retrieved by operat-

ing rank query over the sequence S(u) where u is the parent of v, i.e., [cv, dv] =

[rank0(S(u), cu), rank0(S(u), du)] if v is the left child of u. Otherwise, [cv, dv] =

[rank1(S(u), cu), rank1(S(u), du)]. As traversing each internal node v on the path

from the root node to the a-th leaf (b-th leaf, respectively), we keep operating rank

queries. And if a marked node v is identified, we can find the range [cv, dv] by rank

queries over S(u) where u is the parent of v.
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Note that the points associated with each node of T are increasingly sorted by

y-coordinate. Once the marked nodes and the index range at each of them are iden-

tified, we can use the O(lg lg n)-way mergesort algorithm to merge all the points in

N ∩ Q in increasing order of y-coordinates. However, the merging algorithm takes

O(lg lg n× occ) time. To speed up the querying efficiency, we can apply the Q-heap

data structure [18] which supports to find the minimum among O(lg lg n) elements

in constant time. By combining the Q-heap with the O(lg lg n)-way mergesort algo-

rithm, reporting target points at marked nodes in increasing order of y-coordinates

takes O(lg lg n + occ) time. Note that the lg lg n-term spends on filling elements

into Q-heap. Overall, the orthogonal sorted range reporting can be answered in

O(lg lg n+ lg lg n+ occ) = O(lg lg n+ occ) time.

7.2.2 Orthogonal Sorted Range Reporting on a Medium Narrow Grid

In this subsection, we solve the orthogonal sorted range reporting over a point set

N on a 2
√
lgn × n′ grid with fast processing data structures. We consider two cases

depending on whether 2
√
lgn ≤ n′ ≤ 22

√
lgn or 22

√
lgn < n′.

Lemma 48 Let N be a set of n′ points with distinct y-coordinates in a 2
√
lgn×n′ grid,

where 2
√
lgn ≤ n′ ≤ 22

√
lgn. Given packed sequences X and Y respectively encoding

the x- and y-coordinates of these points where Y [i] = i for any i ∈ [0, n′ − 1], a data

structure of O(n′(lg n)(1+ϵ)/2 + w × 2
√
lgn) bits can be built over N in O(n′ + 2

√
lgn ×

√
lg n/ lg lg n) time to answer orthogonal sorted range reporting in O(lg lg n + occ)

time, where ϵ is any positive constant and occ is the number of the reported points.

The query procedure requires access to a universal table of o(n) bits.

Proof. The proof is similar to the one shown in Lemma 40. Here, we only discuss

the different data structures required to build. We build a lg1/4-ary wavelet tree T

upon X[0, n′ − 1] and Y [0, n′ − 1] with support for ball inheritance using Lemma 27.

We construct the data structures over the sequences associated with each internal

node u as follows:

• TSds(u) over N̂(u) by Lemma 45 for three-sided sorted reporting;
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• RSds(u) over Ŝ(u) by Lemma 47 for orthogonal sorted range reporting;

The overall space usage and the construction time are both dominated by the data

structure for ball inheritance, which is O(n′(lg n)(1+ϵ)/2+w× 2
√
lgn) bits of space and

O(n′ + 2
√
lgn ×

√
lg n/ lg lg n) time, respectively.

Let Q denote the query range [a, b] × [c, d]. Similarly, we retrieve the lowest

common ancestor v of the a- and b-th leaf. Let vs and ve each denote the child

of v on the path from v to the a- and b-th leaf. Note that s and e denote the

child indexes, and s ≤ e. At node vs and ve, we query over TSds(vs) and TSds(ve)

for reporting points in N̂(vs) ∩ [a,+∞] × [cvs , dvs ] and N̂(ve) ∩ [0, b] × [cve , dve ] in

increasing order of y-coordinates, respectively, where [cvs , dvs ] = noderange(c, d, vs)

and [cve , dve ] = noderange(c, d, ve). At node v, we query over RSds(v) for reporting

points in N̂(u) ∩ [s + 1, e − 1] × [cv, dv] in increasing order of y-coordinates, where

[cv, dv] = noderange(c, d, v). Finally, we use the 3-way mergesort algorithm to merge

three sorted point lists reported into a single sorted list. As point(v, i) takes O(1)

time and noderange(c, d, v) takes O(lg lg n) time, the overall query time is O(lg lg n+

occ).

Next, we provide a method when the capacity of the point set is more than 22
√
lgn.

Our method will use the following result:

Lemma 49 ([32, Theorem 2]) There exists a data structure of O(n lg1+ϵ n) bits

constructed upon a set of n points in 2d rank space in O(n lg n) time that supports

sorted range reporting queries in O(lg lg n+occ) time, where occ is the number of the

reported points.

Lemma 50 Let N be a set of n′ points with distinct y-coordinates in a 2
√
lgn × n′

grid, where 22
√
lgn < n′. Given packed sequences X and Y respectively encoding the

x- and y-coordinates of these points where Y [i] = i for any i ∈ [0, n′ − 1], a data

structure of O(n′(lg n)(1+ϵ)/2 + w × n′/2
√
lgn) bits can be built over N in O(n′) time

to answer orthogonal sorted range reporting in O(lg lg n + occ) time, where ϵ is any

positive constant and occ is the number of reported points. The query procedure

requires access to a universal table of o(n) bits.
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Proof. The proof is similar to the one shown in Lemma 41. Let b denote 22
√
lgn. We

divide N into n′/b subsets, and for each i ∈ [0, n′/b− 1], the i-th subset, Ni, contains

points in N whose y-coordinates are in [ib, (i + 1)b− 1]. Let p be a point in Ni. We

call its coordinates (p.x, p.y) global coordinates, while (p.x′, p.y′) = (p.x, p.y mod b) its

local coordinates in Ni, where p.x′ = p.x; the conversion between global and local

coordinates can be done in constant time. Hence the points in Ni with their local

coordinates can be viewed as a point set in a 2
√
lgn × 22

√
lgn grid, and we apply

Lemma 48 to construct an orthogonal sorted range reporting structure RS(Ni) over

Ni. We also define a point set N̂ in a 2
√
lgn × n′ grid. For each set Ni where

i ∈ [0, n′/b−1] and each j ∈ [0, 2
√
lgn−1], if there exists ≥ ⌈lg lg n⌉ points in Ni whose

x-coordinate is j, we store ⌈lg lg n⌉ points among them with smallest y-coordinates

into N̂ . Otherwise, we store all the points in Ni whose x-coordinate is j into N̂ .

Thus the number of points in N̂ is at most ⌈lg lg n⌉×2
√
lgn×n′/b = ⌈lg lg n⌉n′/2

√
lgn.

Finally, we build the data structure RŜds(N̂) for orthogonal sorted range reporting

over N̂ by Lemma 49.

Given a query range Q = [x1, x2] × [y1, y2], we first check if ⌊y1/b⌋ is equal to

⌊y2/b⌋. If it is, then the points in the answer to the query reside in the same subset

N⌊y1/b⌋, and we can report points in N⌊y1/b⌋ ∩ Q in increasing order of y-coordinates

by querying over RS(N⌊y1/b⌋), which requires O(lg lg n + occ) time by Lemma 48.

Otherwise, let Ns, . . . , Ne denote the blocks intersecting [y1, y2], where s = ⌊y1/b⌋ and
e = ⌊y2/b⌋. We sequentially look for points in A1 = Ns ∩ [x1, x2] × [y1 mod b,+∞],

A2 = (Ns+1∪ · · · ∪Ne−1)∩ [x1, x2]× [−∞,+∞], and A3 = Ne∩ [x1, x2]× [0, y2 mod b].

Both the cases A1 and A3 can be answered in O(lg lg n+ occ1) and O(lg lg n+ occ3)

time by Lemma 48, where occ1 = |A1| and occ2 = |A2|, respectively. It remains to

show how to report points in A2. We query over RŜds(N̂) to report points in Q ∩ N̂

by Lemma 49. If consecutive ⌈lg lg n⌉ points reported by querying over RŜds(N̂) are

from a same bock Ni, then we immediately query over RSds(Ni) for the remaining

points in Ni, where s < i < e. It requires O(lg lg n + occi) = O(occi) time, as

⌈lg lg n⌉ ≤ occi, where occi is the number of points in Ni ∩ Q. Otherwise, if some

block Ni contains less than ⌈lg lg n⌉ points in Ni ∩ Q, then all the points in Ni ∩ Q

has been reported by querying over RŜds(N̂). Overall, the query procedure requires

O(lg lg n+ occ) time.
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To bound the storage costs, by Lemma 48, the orthogonal range reporting struc-

ture over each Ni uses O(22
√
lgn lg1/2+ϵ n+ w · 2

√
lgn) bits. Thus, the range reporting

structures over N0, N1, . . . , Nn/b−1 occupy O((n′/b)× (22
√
lgn lg1/2+ϵ n+w · 2

√
lgn)) =

O(n′ lg1/2+ϵ n+n′w/2
√
lgn) bits. As there are at most ⌈lg lg n⌉n′/2

√
lgn points in N̂ , by

Lemma 49, the sorted reporting structure for N̂ occupiesO((lg lg n)n′ lg1+ϵ n/2
√
lgn) =

o(n′) bits. Thus the space costs of all structures add up to O(n′ lg1/2+ϵ n+n′w/2
√
lgn)

bits.

Regarding construction time, observe that the point setsN0, N1, . . . , Nn′/b−1 and N̂

can be computed in O(n′) time. By Lemma 49, the sorted range reporting structure

for N̂ can be built in O(n′/b × lg n) = o(n′) time. Finally, the total construction

time of the sorted range reporting structures for N0, N1, . . . , Nn/b−1 is O(n′/22
√
lgn ×

(22
√
lgn +

√
lg n × 2

√
lgn/ lg lg n)) = O(n′), which dominates the total preprocessing

time of all our data structures.

Combining Lemma 50 and Lemma 48, we have the following result on the orthog-

onal sorted range reporting:

Lemma 51 Let N be a set of n′ points with distinct y-coordinates in a 2
√
lgn × n′

grid, where 2
√
lgn ≤ n′ ≤ n. Given packed sequences X and Y respectively encoding

the x- and y-coordinates of these points where Y [i] = i for any i ∈ [0, n′ − 1], a

data structure of O(n′(lg n)(1+ϵ)/2 + w × (n′/2
√
lgn + 2

√
lgn)) bits can be built over N

in O(n′ + 2
√
lgn ×

√
lg n/ lg lg n) time to answer orthogonal sorted range reporting

in O(lg lg n + occ) time, where ϵ is any positive constant and occ is the number of

reported points. The query procedure requires access to a universal table of o(n) bits.

7.2.3 Orthogonal Sorted Range Reporting on an n× n Grid

Finally, we show the data structure with the fast construction algorithm for n points

in 2d rank space.

Theorem 3 Let N denote a set of n points in 2d rank space. A data structure of

O(n lg1+ϵ n) bits of space can be built over N in O(n
√
lg n) time to answer orthogonal

sorted range reporting in O(lg lg n + occ) time, where occ is the number of reported

points and ϵ is any small positive constant. The query procedure requires access to a

universal table of o(n) bits.
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Proof. Let sequence X[0, n−1] denote the point set N such that N = {(X[i], i)|0 ≤
i ≤ n−1}. We build a 2

√
lgn-ary wavelet tree T upon X[0, n−1] with support for ball

inheritance using part (b) of Lemma 22. Recall that A(v) stores the x-coordinates

of the ordered list, N(v), of points from N whose x-coordinates are within the range

represented by v, and these points are ordered by y-coordinate. Furthermore, v is

associated with another sequence S(v) drawn from alphabet [2
√
lgn], in which S(v)[i]

encodes the rank of the child of v that contains N(v)[i] in its ordered list. We regard

A(u) at each internal u as a point set N̂(u) = {(A(u)[i], i)|0 ≤ i ≤ |A(u)| − 1} and

construct the data structure TSds(u) over N̂(u) for three-sided sorted reporting by

Lemma 44. We regard S(u) at each internal u as a set Ŝ(u)) = {(S(u)[i], i)|0 ≤ i ≤
|S(u)| − 1} and construct the data structure RSds(u) over Ŝ(u) for orthogonal sorted

range reporting by Lemma 51.

Given a query range Q = [a, b]× [c, d], we first locate the lowest common ancestor

u of la and lb in constant time, where la and lb denote the a-th and b-th leftmost leaves

of T , respectively. Let ui denote the i-th child of u, for any i ∈ [0, 2
√
lgn − 1]. We

first locate two children, ua′ and ub′ , of u that are ancestors of la and lb, respectively.

They can be found in constant time by simple arithmetic as each child of u represents

a range of equal size. Then the answer, Q ∩N , to the query can be partitioned into

three point sets A1 = Q ∩ N(ua′), A2 = Q ∩ (N(ua′+1) ∪ N(ua′+2) ∪ . . . N(ub′−1))

and A3 = Q ∩ N(ub′). At node ua′ , we query over TSds(ua′) to report all the points

in [a,+∞]× [cua′
, dua′

] in increasing order of y-coordinates in O(lg lg n+ occ0) time,

where occ0 is the number of the reported points and [cua′
, dua′

] = noderange(c, d, ua′).

At node ub′ , we query over TSds(ub′) to report all the points in [0, b] × [cub′
, dub′

] in

increasing order of y-coordinates in O(lg lg n+ occ1) time, where occ1 is the number

of the reported points and [cub′
, dub′

] = noderange(c, d, ub′). At node u, we query

over RSds(u) to report all the points in [a′ + 1, b′ − 1] × [cu, du] in increasing order

of y-coordinates in O(lg lg n+ occ2) time, where occ2 is the number of the reported

points and [cu, du] = noderange(c, d, u). With constant-time support for point, we

can retrieve the original x- and y-coordinates of each reported point in constant time.

Finally, we use the 3-way mergesort algorithm to merge three sorted list into one

sorted list in O(occ0+occ1+occ2) = O(occ) time. Therefore, the overall query time

for orthogonal sorted range reporting is O(lg lg n+ occ) time.
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Now we analyze the space costs. The wavelet tree T with support for ball in-

heritance uses O(n lg1+ϵ′ n + n lg n) = O(n lg1+ϵ′ n) bits for any positive ϵ′. For each

internal node v, since w = Θ(lg n), the data structure RSds(u) for orthogonal sorted

range reporting over Ŝ(v) uses O(|S(u)| lg1/2+ϵ′′ n+2
√
lgn lg n+ |S(u)| lg n/2

√
lgn) bits

for any positive ϵ′′. This subsumes the cost of the data structure TSds(v) for three-

sided sorted reporting over N̂(v) which is O(|A(v)| lg lg n) bits. As T has O(n/2
√
lgn)

internal nodes, the total cost of storing these structures at all internal nodes is∑︁
u O(|S(u)| lg1/2+ϵ′′ n+2

√
lgn lg n+ |S(u)| lg n/2

√
lgn) = O(n lg n/

√
lg n× lg1/2+ϵ′′ n+

n lg n) = O(n lg n lgϵ
′′
n). Setting ϵ = max(ϵ′, ϵ′′), the total space bound turns out to

be O(n lg1+ϵ n) bits. Overall, the data structures occupy O(n lg1+ϵ n) bits.

Finally, we analyze the construction time. As shown in Lemma 22, T with support

for ball inheritance can be constructed in O(n
√
lg n) time. For each internal node

v of T , constructing TSds(v) over N̂(v) and the orthogonal sorted range reporting

structure RSds(v) over Ŝ(v) requires O(|A(u)| + |S(u)| +
√
lg n · 2

√
lgn/ lg lg n) =

O(|S(u)| +
√
lg n · 2

√
lgn/ lg lg n) time. As T has O(n/2

√
lgn) internal nodes, these

structures over all internal nodes can be built in
∑︁

u O(|S(u)| +
√
lg n × 2

√
lgn) =

O(n lg n/
√
lg n + n

√
lg n/ lg lg n) = O(n

√
lg n) time. Therefore, the preprocessing

time of all data structures is hence O(n
√
lg n).
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Applications

We now apply our range search structures to the text indexing problem, in which we

preprocess a text string T ∈ [σ]n, where σ ≤ n. Given a pattern string P [0..p − 1],

a counting query computes the number of occurrences of P in T and a listing query

reports these occurrences.

8.1 Text indexing and searching in sublinear time

When both T and P are given in packed form, a text index of Munro et al. [30]

occupies O(n lg σ) bits, can be built in O(n lg σ/
√
lg n) time and supports counting

queries in O(p/ logσ n + lg n logσ n) time (there are other tradeoffs, but this is their

main result). Thus for small alphabet size, which is common in practice, they achieve

both o(n) construction time and o(p) query time, while previous results achieve at

most one of these bounds. To support listing queries, however, they need to increase

the space cost to O(n lg σ lgϵ n) bits and construction time to O(n lg σ lgϵ n), and then

a listing query can be answered in O(p/logσ n+logσ n lg lg n+occ) time. The increase

in storage and construction costs stems from one component they used which is an

orthogonal range reporting structure over t = O(n/r) points in a σO(r) × t grid, for

r = c logσ n for any constant c < 1/4. We can apply Lemma 31 over this point set

To be,or not to be,that is the question.T:

P: th

Positions: 0 10 20 30

Ocurrences: 19 27

Figure 8.1: An example of listing and counting queries. The pattern “th” appears
twice in the text string at the positions of 19 and 27. Therefore, the counting query
returns 2, and the listing query returns 19 and 27.
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to decrease the construction time of their index for listing queries to match that for

counting queries:

Theorem 4 Given a packed text string T of length n over an alphabet of size σ,

an index of O(n lg σ lgϵ n) bits can be built in O(n lg σ/
√
lg n) time for any positive

constant ϵ. Given a packed pattern string P of length p, this index supports listing

queries in O(p/logσ n+logσ n lg lg n+occ) time where occ is the number of occurrences

of P in T .

8.2 Position-restricted substring search

In a position-restricted substring search [27], we are given both a pattern P and two

indices 0 ≤ l ≤ r ≤ n− 1, and we report all occurrences of P in T [l..r]. Mäkinen and

Navarro [27] solved this problem using an index for the original text indexing problem

and a two-dimensional orthogonal range reporting structure. Different text indexes

and range reporting structures yield different tradeoffs. The tradeoff with the fastest

query time supports position-restricted substring search in O(p+ lg lg n+ occ) time,

where occ is the output size, and it uses O(n lg1+ϵ n) bits and can be constructed in

O(n lg n) time. Again, the construction time of the range reporting structure is the

bottleneck, which can be improved by Theorem 1. We can also use a new text index

by Bille et al. [8] to achieve speedup when P is given as a packed sequence. We have:

Theorem 5 Given a text T of length n over an alphabet of size σ, an index of

O(n lg1+ϵ n) bits can be built in O(n
√
lg n) time for any constant 0 < ϵ < 1/2. Given

a packed pattern string P of length p, this index supports position-restricted substring

search in O(p/logσ n+ lg p+ lg lg σ + occ) time, where occ in the size of the output.



Chapter 9

Conclusion

In this thesis, we have presented data structures for three fundamental geometry

problems that improve upon the preprocessing cost of the previous optimal solutions.

These three fundamental problems are orthogonal range reporting, orthogonal range

successor, and sorted range reporting. For n points in 2-dimension rank space, con-

structing our data structures only takes O(n
√
lg n) time, significantly improving the

previous bound of O(n lg n). Furthermore, our data structure has the same space

costs and query time of the previous best tradeoffs.

Our results are particularly relevant to text indexing, where the input string is

often very long, as orthogonal range search structures are often used as building

blocks of text indexes. Thus, we apply our range search structures to the text indexing

problem. For listing queries, our index achieved the same space cost and query time as

the ones by Munro at al. [30]. Meanwhile, we significantly improved the preprocessing

time from O(n lg σ lgϵ n) to O(n lg σ/
√
lg n). Our solutions can also be adopted for

position-restricted substring queries.

When designing the ball inheritance structure, the fast processing is only achieved

over either a wavelet tree with high fanout, or the points whose coordinates have to be

encoded in O(
√
lg n) bits. One interesting open problem is how to quickly construct

the ball inheritance data structure without those limitations, as the ball inheritance

data structure itself has been applied to many different research problems.

Other contributions of the thesis include various preliminary results such as those

for rank′, rmq/rMq, and succ/pred queries. These components of our data structures

might be useful in other more complex solutions in the future.
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